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SENSATIONAL!
You Will 6e
Shocked But You
Will Never Forget..

steel superstructure early this spring
••• and completion of the bridge by fall
•••
Error is a hardy plant; it flour- ••• now appears to be likely.
••• iuhes in every soil.—Martin Far- •••
Fill is being placed on the Verona
••• quhar Tupper.
••• side, and the State highway road on
the Prospect side is now well under
IP .«. .». .«. .«. .«. .«. .«. <•. .«.
.«.
way. The sub-structure which is set
for completion on March 1, is being
ICE AND SNOW
set on schedule time and it was re
ported yesterday that the majority
Mild Weather Interferes With Cut of the workers would in all likelihood
ting Operations—Snow Has About be through with their tasks before
Doubled
that time.
Slight delay Ws experienced with
The following summary of ice and the blowing in of a coffer dam used
snow conditions in Main« as of Jan. in the building of the Prospect pier
13, is presented by the Weather Bu- foundation. Fear at first was exi reau Office in Portland:
1 pressed if the foundation itself had
“The snow covering has about been damaged by the blow but a
doubled in all groups except on the i checkup
by divers revealed that the
, coast. In the Saco group it went up i dam alone had been damaged.
from 6 to an average of 12; Androsmain pier in the Verona side
j coggin group from 6 to an average ofThe
the river is complete to four feet
, of 13; Kennebec group from 4 to 16, above
mean sea level, with eight feet
Madison having 24 inches; Penobscot
more
of
to be laid. Twentyi group from 10 to 20; Eastern group i two feet granite
of granite and 17 feet of
1 from 10 to 16, Houlton having 25
concrete will then be placed on top
! inches.
the pier bringing it to 30 feet
“Mild weather of the past week has of
interfered with ice cutting, and the above mean sea level, The pier will
observer at Raymond reports that i then be ready for the steel work
which will run up nearly 300 feet
i Sebago is not frozen over.
“At Rangeley, Rumford, Woodland, | above sea level.
Some of the steel to be used in the
South Berwick, Augusta the roads
•were reported good Monday: fair work is being fabricated now. Ad
, near Lincoln and slippery near East- vance guards from the American
port; Monday nignt's storm did not Bridge Co. are expected to arrive
add any appreciable snow, but the early in February to start prepara
rain has made roads more hazardous, tory work for the super-structure
when tlie temperature falls to freez construction which will commence
about March 1.
ing.”
I* ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«■••••••

“HELL’S ANGELS”
United Artists $4,000,000 Wonder Picture with

James Hall, Jean I larlow, Een Lyon
Produced in danger
Photographed with death riding in a cockpit
Special Matinee for Children 4.00 o'clock
Tuesday Afternoon
Home of Paramount Pictures

STRAND
Telephone 892
A Paramount Publix Tneatre

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the Rockville items I saw where
Mrs. Leslie Sampson told of school
teachers she went to more than 50
years ago now living. I want to
mention a few that I went to that

long ago. Mrs. Rose Rokes Marshall.
William Maxey of Rockland. Mrs.
Emma Carroll leach, Mrs. Mary
Studley Gurney, Mrs. Adella Veazie,
and Mrs. Cora Leach Vinal now liv
ing in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Clara M. Simmons Maker
Rockland, Jan. 13.

AYER'S

Edwin A. Dean, sauer kraut king,
reports that within a week's time he
has sent his product to Pasadena,
Los Angeles and Bermuda, the last
named order coming from a New
York woman who included in her
order an item for some of Mr. Dean's
pickles.

OUR

5c Sale

THE ASPIRING CELTICS
Tire Celtics (a local basketball
team made up of younger players)
challenge any High School second
team in Knox and Lincoln Counties,
end especially the Rockland Junior
High School varsity. Call Rockland
High School for games.

Nilo’s Repair Shoe, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nighty here
after for the special convenience of
out-of-town patrons Greasing, head
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
They’re Coming

CONTINUES ALL THE WEEK

HUDSON

We still have some Wonderful Bargains

ESSEX

Also during the remainder of the week we shall
give a

invades a new field

THE

ROYAL
FAMILY
of Broadway

FREDERICK MARCH
INA CLAIRE
MARY BRIAN

20% DISCOUNT
on anything in the store

Giving you a peek
into the private lives
of the gifted great,

WILLIS AYER

a wild satire on fa
mous folks you'll
recognize.

COMING

POULTRY
WANTED

MON.-TUES.

F.O.B. Detroit

Now you can afford Kare Riding
Comfort. Hudson - Essex gives
it to you at amazing low price.
Ask your nearest HudsonEssex dealer to prove it to you I

PARK

Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you are selling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We will be up here the first two days of the week. Rain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
39 and our Representative will call on you.

MASSACHUSETTS
LIVE POULTRY CO.
GENERAL MOTORS RADIO
REVERE.. M ASS.
6-18

A sL
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Effective January 15th, the advertised prices of
General Motors Radios will include tubes. This
forward step is in keeping with the progressive
policies of General Motors Radio Corporation.
GENERAL MOTORS RADIO CORPORATION, DAYTON, OHIO

|

Announcement

|

I

MONEY-SAVING SALE

I

The
“LITTLE
GENERAL”

874®®

| Will Continue the Month of January g
|
1

Volume 86................... Number 7

THREE CENTS A COPY

SADNESS TURNED TO JOY

WHAT OUR HOSPITAL DID

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln Quite Probable That WaldoArea, When It Was Learned That Capt. J. C. Harmon and Mate
advance; single copies three cents.
Hancock Bridge Will Be Knox County Institution, Which Serves Wide
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Had Not Perished In Shipwreck
Handled 1273 Patients Past Year
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Ready By Fall
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1346. In 1874 the Courier was estab
With the land work practically
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Capt. Joseph C. Harmon of this of the White Head Coast Guard StaThe report of Ellen C. Daly, super months, and the length of the full
ln 1382. The Free Press was established completed on piers, anchorages and
in 1855 and tn 1891 changed its name to
course is three years.
! city and ^te Cecil Hall of Stoning- j tion.
the Tribune These papers consolidated abutments of the Waldo-Hancock intendent of Knox County General
These statistics were presented in
He said that his schooner anchored
March 17. 1897.
Hospital shows that 1273 patients th.
report ol Mottle B. Lord. R. N , ton. -ho were necounted victim, ot
bridge start of the placing of the

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

THOSE OLD TEACHERS

going ahead fast

Thursday^
Issue t

Men’s Suits and Overcoats
Save $9 to $15

Complete with Radlotrone

A complete, modern screengrid radio only 19* high. Six
rudiotrona (four screen-grid),
completely shielded; electro
dynamic speaker; tone selec
tor; all steel chassis. Made in
three finishes—rich butt wal
nut, antique buff lacquer,
antique green lacquer.

I ]
1

Boys’ Suits
Save $4 to $9

Hepplewhite . . . *136

“Pioneer”............ *136

Leather Coats and Mackinaws
Save $3 to $6

g
|

I

Sheraton............ *152

4-Th-13

S

Radio-Phonograph

Georgian............. *270
Radio-Phonograph

Prices

Include

Radiotrons

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
21 LIMEROCK STREET

lllilllllllllllllIllllIililllllilllll!llll!l!ll!!!!!l!!ll!ll!lllilll!llill!llllllllll!lHllllllii?

Queen Anne . . . *19C

With self-contained power unit—good
for one year's normal operation

All

BURPEE & LAMB

Late Italian . . . *172

ROCKLAND, ME.

were cared for by the Institution last
Charles D.“"“""ihe.e, sea, m.kin,
and a h,.„
year, including the 32 who were
North,
roentgenologist,
shows
that
,
Chester
B.
Kennedy
was
found
j
gale
blowing.
By
way
of
precaution
there when the year began. Of this
total 530 were males and 743 were the department has improved greatly pounding on Egg Rock, and he paid out a lot of chain.
during the year, and the number of
.
. . „
The men stopped at the lighthouse
feminine patients. The total num- x-ray examinations (680) is an in- 1abandoned Tuesday, reached a safe
over night, but when they awoke
ber of hospital days represented was crease of 52 over last year. The haven at Jonesport yesterday.
Tuesday morning it was found that
16,583. The maximum number of income from this department during
The welcome news came to Mrs. the cable had parted and the schoon
patients per day was 64 and the the year was $6120 and the disburse
ments were $3,377.61. Visits by in Harmon two hours after the Coast er had drifted away.
minimum number was 29.
corporators and directors are invited
Later when the craft was found on
Other statistics of much interest in order that an inspection of the Guard Cutter Kickapoo had started
in connection with the hospital work improvements may be made.
for Petit Manan Light to investigate Egg Rock her windlass had been torn
are: Surgical patients during the
out, the rails were gone, and the little
H. W. Keep presented an elaborate
year, 578; medical patients, 223; eye, report of the hospital's investment a report that signals were being given craft was a total loss.
ear. nose and throat patients, 243; I record and financial status: The op- there, with no explanation available
Capt. Harmon and his mate
obstetrical patients, 119; births, 110; income w $67,S‘and ‘the oper- |for the reason that the telephone , stopped
at the Petit Manan all day
surgical operations, 637; eye , ear,
nose and throat operations, 250; per ating expenses were $72,629.13, show- cable was out of order,
Tuesday and there was no passing
centage of deaths, exclusive of mori ing an operating loss of $5,149.51.
A surfboat from the Great Wass craft to note their signal until yesbund patients, 3.77.
The non-operating income was
“Through the generosity of Cyrus $4,625.56. The net decrease in surplus island Coast Guard station visited terday Coast Guardsmen found the
the Petit Manan Light yesterday and marooned men.
H. K. Curtis and Mrs. Edward W. was $1180.30.
Bok,'' says Miss Daly, “we have In
The Kickapoo half way to the
The hospital begins the year with i the life savers were met at the little
stalled improved x-ray equipment, this staff: Wm. Ellingwood^ N. A. . Wharf by the two men supposed to scene of the disaster was halted by
established a clinical laboratory; fit- [ Fogg, c. H. Jameson, A. W. Foss, H. have been lost in the breakers at Capt. Mills' message relayed via
ted up a dressing room where acci- j w. Frohock, B. H. Keller, F. F.
dent and return cases may be treat- ; Brown. C. D. North, H. V. Tweedie Egg Rock. Capt. Harmon and Mate Portland.
The Chester B. Kennedy was
ed without interference. This money and r w. Bickford, (active) W. D. Hall were taken to the home of the
also provided the ways and means Hall, R. J. Wasgatt, F. G. Campbell, former's brother, Capt. Stephen Har valued at $1000, and is understood
for considerable interior repairing J. G. Hutchins, James Caswell, A. F. man, in Jonesport, from which point not to have been insured. She had
and painting. From this money, also, Green, C. H. Leach, Franz Lyonberg,
wil! be purchased a portable x-ray G. H. Coombs, J. W. Sanborn, R. W. Capt. Harmon communicated with a car , of lobster barrels for Jones
machine, as well as a gas machine. Belknap, A. J. Fuller and A. P. Heald. his wife. She was so overjoyed at port and was to. have brought lob
Th, outstanding needs at present
These incorporators for 1931 were her husband's safety that she failed sters on the return trip. Capt. Har
are: The modernizing of the kitchen, elected at the annual meeting, which to get the details, but these were mon, the owner, served four terms in
the enlarging of the service rooms has already been reported in part:
and improving the plumbing of the Mr. and Mrs. Alan Murray, L. E. supplied when Capt. Harmon talked the State Legislature from Hancock
hospital.
Jones, Lincoln E. McRae, Harold E. with Everett Mills officer in charge County.
The total number of graduate Jackson, Almon M. Young, Lloyd
nurses on duty Jan. 1, 1931, is eight, Benner, H. ‘Laton Jackson, Arthur
the number having doubled during Rokes, Edward M. Benner, A. W.
MORE KIND WORDS
THE LIONS CLUB
the year. The total number of pupils Gregory, William* J. Sullivan, Walter
at the school of nursing during the H. Butler, E. R. Veazie, Edward Chis- Hears An Interesting Story of Distant Lightkeepers Express
year was 28, eight of whom were lost
through graduation and six by Ayer, Laforest A. Thurston, E. L.
Opinion of Wincapaw’s
Red Cross Activities In
resignation, leaving 14 on duty at the Toner, Hervey B. Allen, Ralph C.
Good Will Tour
Rockland
beginning of this year. The length Wentworth, Eugene E. Stoddard and
of the preliminary course is four Harry Wilbur.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Allen of
What the Red Cross nursing service
accomplishing for this city was Eagle Island Light Station add their
THOSE GREEN ROSES
DROUGHT RELIEF
quietly, modestly and graphically told . acknowledgments to those already
yesterday by Miss Eliza J. Steele, made by the lightkeepers as the re
Harry Daniels' Texas Discovery
Leads Boze To Interject a Little Knox County's Red Cross R- N., with the Rockland Lions lur- sult of Captain Wincapaw’s Christ
Ouerv
n * I *27nn
f J nishing a highly interested audience.
Quota Is
— runds] ..The Red Cross stands for Service, mas flight. In a letter to The Cou
and we hope that it will always give rier-Gazette they say:
Ed tor of Tha Courier-Gazette:—
Are Needed At Once
its
best for the city," said Miss Steele,
“Our appreciation and thanks to
And now like “Amos 'n' Andy,”
The Knox County Red Cross has by way of preface. “Public health the citizens of Rockland for their
Harry Daniels has another surprise,
nursing means prevention, for you
namely green roses. Texas must be been apportioned $3200 in the na- know that a stitch in time saves nine, thoughtfulness and unique way in re
_
____
a ___
land of surprises
—hundreds of tional campaign for $10,000,000 for and we never leave a horn* without membering us on Christmas day has
thousands of cattle on the hoof, and j drought relief. President Hoover has
delayed somewhat. But may we
not a good steak on the table, issued the call for immediate aid to having imparted some health hints." been
at
this
late hour say to all who made
Bedside
nursing
takes
up
the
great

Grapefruit 50 cents per bushel, j the stricken areas and in cooperation
a novel treat possible, we thank
oranees for the picking up, and not with the local Red Cross authorities er part of the two local nurses’ time. such
Also may we mention the won
a .'lobster, clam or scallop. Robins | The Courier-Gazette will receive In Rockland last year 5000 calls were ybu.
derful way in which Capt. Wincapaw
thkt get drunk, and stay drunk all donations, acknowledging all receipts made. The work is done under the handled
his plane while circling the
through
the
news direction of the physlci^is, and in a
0^1 vc- ec* U'-v’Ho **rl p Vtijp frnnUPntl
amilies are j tree tops, ana over our station to at
majority oi cases the Tan
on frer; sucking grape-fruit juice, columns
tract attention so that we.......
might know
Contributions may be sent direct . unable to. -pay for it,
i
and net a baked bean or a sinker in
to the Red Cross town or city officers [ Nurses calls are made in chronic the true meaning of his visit,
| the whoie state of Texas.
• * * •
He tt:l> us about rattlers, but he or to this office. The necessity for and bed-ridden cases. On one ochasn’t told us about the surprised immediate action is clearly shown in I caslon the nurses called upon a ; From Manana Fog Signal Station,
came this letter to Mayor
| "Eyetalian” railroad worker and a the telegram received yesterday from woman who did have a little stove fire Monhegan,
Richardson:
j rattler in Texas. Tony throws down John Barton Payne, National chair- but whose house was almost com“Christmas greetings from the air
j his shovt! saying, “Me leava da job! man. by Rev. George H. Welch, who pletely devoid of even the most ordi- —from ycur city—reached us in the
heads the Knox County Chapter:nary furnishings and utensils-not
Rattla snake, he bite."
' Greatly increased demands during even a knife, fork or spoon She was package of newspapers and maga
“Get back on der job." says the
zines which were dropped from
foreman, before the rattler strikes last ten days have made imperative | removed to the hospital and has since ‘Santa Claus’ ’ airplane. We appre
he will rattle and give you plenty immediate campaign for Red Cross i been provided with a little care and ciate your city’s thoughtfulness of us
relief fund to meet emergency situs- a few comforts.
i time to make get-a-wav.”
The welfare work is conducted and wish to thank you and all con
“Alla right," savs Tony, and he tion through parts of twenty-one among
500 children, ranging from cerned in the gift.
states in drought stricken area. Mini
starts shoveling again.
“It is very interesting to know that
two
weeks
to five years of age.
mum
ten
million
dollars
needed
to
He had just thrown up a shovelful
the people of Rockland in their busy
of dirt, and he looked up and saw 'prevent untold suffering and actual Mothers are advised as to proper season, had time to think of us and
a rattler poised to strike, swinging his starvation by thousands of families, methods of caring for these children
to send the plane out here to spread
shovel around he cut the rati ner 3 Pollution water supply caused by I proper diet, etc., and attempts are Christmas cheer and reading mat
dying
cattle
added
to
winter
hardI
,n
ade
to
liave
the
little
ones
in
proper
head off. saying: "Whaz da mat?
ter which we always welcome and an
Why you no playa da game? Why ships in some sections. President \ Physical condition before they begin ever acceptable gift. Please accept
Hoover in proclamation tomorrow attending school, especially with reiI you no blowa da whis?"
our many thanks and kind appreci
Harry has-told us about lightning will urge immediate and generous \ erence to teeth and tonsils. In the ation, and all at this station join
[ bugs as big as foot-balls, but he response. Confident your people will pre-school clinics 150 children were in wishing you and all our friends
I hasn’t written a word about "hoop- not fail meet their share this hu- I exaniined, and home visits were made at Rockland a very happy and pros
snakes.” He's the guy that takes his manitation need but because of gen in each instance where corrections perous New Year.
i tail in his mouth, makes a hoop of eral conditions desire impress you were found necessary.
W. F. Woodward, Keeper.”
Under the head of “School Nursing"
himself, rolls towards you, and necessity most vigorous possible cam
strikes you with his stinger as he paign. Success our efforts will be these Red Cross workers inspected
regarded as test of Red Cross by 1700 children, weighing and measur
THE LAST HANGING
1 goes by.
Whaz da mat Harry? ain't vou-all President and entire nation and we ing each. A school dentist goes into
the
classrooms
of
the
first
six
grades
Every so often that question comes
done seen a hoop-snake yet?” Quit must not fail. Your Chapter quota
chasing “Nigger chickens," and go 3200 dollars. Report action taken.” and when defects are found the par up: When was the last hanging in
ents
notified.
If
no
attention
Is
paid
The Courier-Gazette's contribu
Maine?
hunting for hoop-snakes.
The date was Nov. 20, 1885, and the
Ah’s been in Virginny suh, but tion of $10 is the first received. It within a month the nurses visit the
home
and
talk
with
the
parents,
who
is understood that no campaign w:ll
victim was Daniel Wilkenson, who
nevah in Texas.
in
most
instances
evince
a
willingness
Here’s an extract from a letter be carried on locally but all possible
shot William Lawrence, the Bath
to have the necessary treatment giv policeman He was executed private
from Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 29: “I contributions are urged.
en
for
their
children.
always find something interesting in
ly in the State Prison yard at Thom
In the cases of underweight chil
your writings, and sometimes com
LIGHTHOUSE DEPOTS dren a well balanced diet is planned. aston.
pare the ‘Saunterer,’ with ‘Tenant's
The double execution of Wagner
Classes in home hygiene are held, and Oordon took place June 25. 1875.
Harbor ..Days,’ and 'Capt. Isaac
Cottle,’ 'and -wonder which is best, Washington Despatch Says with 20 lessons being given. Parents
There have been 11 hangings in
are trained to take better care of the Maine, the first having taken place
but perhaps they are all good, one as
“
Small
Auxiliary
Depot
”
sick in the homes, and in case of a place Feb. 3, 1825.
good as the other."
sudden disaster the Red Cross is free
Another letter from California.
To Be Located Here
to call upon these pupils for assist
Dec. 29: “Wc are enjoying beautiful
It looked like a riot in front of
ance.
weather and sunshine, no rain since
Theatre last night,
but it was
Lighthouse depots for Portland
In
connection with the department Strand mob"o7'a*cmwri
Kw»iHna
Nov. 17 and then only for one day." and Rockland are again mentioned 1 of qnPiai .prv(pO
si»i.
ihp. .
m0D 01 a crowd waiting to
From Key West. Fla., Jan. 2: “It is in Washington despatches, one of interesUn^ase ^f th^in
nM ,hat ®*cruclatln8 f«nny picture, "Bill
ild andraw
interesting case of the 10-year-old and Min. It's on again todav
cold
rawtoday
todayand
andhas
hasbeen
beencold
cold Wh)ph
Wun «S^uS’, . j j n
r
..
| boy from Finland who was being sent
all the week,"
Fifty thousand dollars for continu- to this clty A wire from lhe TravWhaz da mat with New England? ation of the lighthouse depot project Rlers. Aid Society asked that he be
Boze.
at Portland is asked in the commerce met by Bed Cross offlcials
ar. is receiving from the doctors and
department supply bill for the fiscal riving here, and in
t compll. service clubs and cited the specific
year 1932 introduced in the House ance with this request Miss Steele instances in which the Lions Club
had done much good.
RAINIER LIME RICKEY Tuesday. The total project will cost was at the railroad station.
Miss Steele was accompanied at yes
$418,600 of which $193,000 was allotThe minute the youngster saw her terday's meeting by her associate.
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
1 ted in the previous current fiscal uniform his feice lighted with a smile,
erage—a perfect miser
Miss Eugenia Howell. Other guests
and he called the conductor’s atten
Listen in every Friday evening at | years.
William T. Flint and Rev. G. H.
“A site has been acquired at Port tion to her. Miss Steele found that were
6.13 on WBZ and WBZA
land and preliminary plans are he knew only two words of English Welch.
Distributed by
It was voted to have a ladies' night
underway. The project includes a and that those words were “Red
in the near future.
Rockland Produce Co.
small auxiliary depot at Rockland as Cross."
Sow on sale at Tillson Avenue
a base for buoy operations for the
A taxi-man, sent to the station by
Miniature Golf Course
j eastern end of the lighthouse dis- relatives was in waiting, but the boy YOUR FAVORITE POEM
146-29
J trict which includes Maine.”
declined to accompany him, even
,, , .
...
, .
thoueh
bv the
n 1 made
had t0a llve
wou,d
inougn assured
assureooy
uie conduct™
conductor that
tnat have
rule my
to llfe
readagaln
some1 poetry
it was all right. He clung to Miss and llste* to some music at least once
Steele's hand and his eyes filled with ? we<,k The loss of these tastes is a
tears. Later when he had talked with | ,0“ of haPPln<,“Darwln'
Salada Tea Salon Orchestra
the waiting relatives they informed
Ptnonzl direction, N*th*ni«l Shilkret
DIRGE FOR A SOLDIER
Miss Steele that he had been told to Close his eyes; his work Is done!
What to him Is friend or foeman.
heed nobody but Red Cross workers.
Tune in tonight 8.30 to 9.00—WJ Z
of moon or set of sun.
Also under the head of welfare Rise
Hand of man or kiss of woman?
work
came
the
Incident
of
the
young
Lay
him low, lay him low.
and the N. B .C. Blue Network
In the clover or the snow!
mother down ln Newark, N. J. who
What
cares he? he cannot know;
was reunited with her parents In
Lay him low!
Washington. Me., as the result of the
Fold him in his country’s stars.
local Red Cross nurses’ work.
Roll the drum a»jd Are the volley!
Miss Steele expressed her appreci What
to him are all our wars?
ation of the splendid cooperation she
What but death bemocklng folly?

"SALADA'
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”

Lay him low. lay him low.
In the clover or the snow!

R. W. TYLER

32

RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
NEW BICKNELL
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
135tf

Leave him to God’s watching eye;
Trust him to the hand that made him.
Mortal love weeps idly by:
God alone ha* power to aid him.
Lay him low. lay him low.
In the clover or the snow!
What cares he? he cannot know;
Lay him low!
—George H. Bowker.
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THE

STATE

LEGISLATURE

CONCRETE IS VERY OLD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me., Jan. 15. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Wno or oath declares that he ls Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and chat of the Issue of this paper of
Jar.. 13. 1931. there was printed a total of
6280 (opics.
W. H. BUTLER,
Notary Public.

Let us therefore follow after the
things which make for peace, and
things wherewith one many edify
another.—Romans 14:19.

National Headquarters of the
American Legion Auxiliary has ex
tended an invitation to the Depart
ment of Maine to send three dele
gates to the great National Confer
ence of 40 women's patriotic organi
zations on the subject of National
defense which will be held in Wash
ington. D. C„ Jan. 29. 30 and 31. Mrs.
Agnes J. Bourish of Sanford, depart
ment president, has appointed Mrs.
Ethel G. Cummings of Woodfords.
State National Defense chairman.
Mrs. Bourish and Mrs. Anne Snow of
Rockland. National committeewoman. to attend. One thousand dele
gates from all parts of the country’
will hear prominent authorities dis
cuss various problems of maintain
ing an adequate defense and action
will be taken to give the women of
the country a better unders'ianding of the necessity for armed de
fenses.

Thc Methodist Sunday school has
established three records of which
it is very proud. The last Sunday of
1930 year;
found the
the largest
attendance
for
the
first Sunday
of 1931

PORK SALE

Dwinal’s Bill For Speeding Up Road Work To Be Introduced Nothing But T. N. T. Would Budge the Coliseum In Rome
"''day—Other Matters
—President Smith’s Address
In the State Legislature today erty with intent to defraud insurer,
“The stone that you can mold"— 1 cial, industrial, and private buildings,
Senator George L. St. Clair of Rock imprisonment not less than one to this is what President Frank H By the very nature of its make-up,
land is expected to introduce a bill two years and fine $1,000 for attempt Smith of the Portland Cement Asso- concrete may be molded into buildwhich will release State Highway or aiding to burn property and de- ci'ation calls it, in the title of an ings in the twinkling of an eye as
funds, and speed up road work.
fines attempt to burn. Referred to article contributed to The Highway compared with the rate of construcEx-Senator Zelma M. Dwinal of Judiciary committee.
Builder (Harrisburg, Pa.)
tion of yesterday. Not long ago, the
Camden, who drafted the bill, said
Concrete is a very old material, twenty-one-story Whitehall apartthat the sole objective of the meas
Twenty-two bills and resolves, re- how lasting it is, any one may see ment hotel, in Chicago, shot skyward,
ure is to permit the Governor and ferred to the 85th Legislature by the wh0 inspects the masses of it in the in the dead of winter, at the rate of
Council to issue the remaining regular and special sessions of the j structures', such as the Coliseum, two complete stories a week.
$8,000,000 bond money provided by - 84th Legislature, were slated for in- I built by the ancient Roman engl"Many of the structures you are
the Legislature of twosjrears ago as troduction in the Senate Tuesday neers, two thousand years ago. Tlie now in are supported by concrete
fast as the Highway Commission is Among tlie measures were:
medieval Roman nobles stole all the columns, with fire-resisting concrete
able to use it. Thus, he pointed out.
A resolve to limit the length oi marble casing of these buildings to floors, or in steel frame buildings in
the four year construction program Legislative sessions and bills to make put it into their palaces, but they which the steel-work is encased in
laid down for the entire state can be the resident fishing license annual.
had to leav» the concrete. Nothing concrete, for fire protection. Altocompleted in almost half the time
To amend a law relating to the dis- j short of TNT would budge it.
gether, about one-fourth of all
now contemplated.
tribution of tlie mill tax highway
Nowadays, concrete goes into hard cement goes into such structures."
“The act authorizing the bond of fund.
roads, skyscrapers, bridges, dams.
» » • •
two years ago." explain^ Senator
To apportion two per cent of sue- , sea-walls—anything that must be
Most
appealing
of all concrete's
Dwinal. “provides that the remain cession taxes collected by the State solid and durable. Says Mr. Smith:
uses, it seems, is a new thing which is
ing bonds can be issued only as the among the counties.
“Almost two years ago, a tall gray- rapldly deveioping:
Legislature directs. My bill would
Other bills referred by the last haired gentleman gingerly placed
This is the use of concrete to
amend this to provide that the Gov- Legislature and slated for introduc- ] One foot, then the other, in a freshly
serve both as an adornment and as a
emor and Council may issue the tion in the Senate provide for the mixed block of concrete,
bonds as rapidly as construction will care of tubercular prisoners in jails
“Walking across, he painstakindy structural medium, and all in one
and houses
houses
of correction
correction and
and the
the
Ta w
The building
of one-piece, or
permit.
and
liouses of
and boldly inscribed
his name •in T
the piece.
„s is aPt„aiiv cremonolithic, hlliMi
buildings
is actually cre“This would have several direct payment of annual license fees by so’tnuxuire.
ating a new form of architecture, an
benefits, I belffeve. First, it would apothecaries,
architecture of undisguised concrete
hasten completion of our trunk-line
that ot Thomas A. Edison—placed with clean, sincere lines, of decora2* a*n~ ?LtWs°ta^a n/Juinc „ 5*^
tion which'is not an afterthought oui
would assure the state of getting a bill providing for the sanitation of Ford, in order to preserve for pos
lower construction rates from con- barber shops and barbers throughout terity remembrances of a man to an integral part of the structure.
concrete, it is just about as easy
tractors: would give addled employ- ^e State will receive the approval eft whom the world owes eternal hom With
to erect a beautifully simple struc
ment in the State in the next two tbe Legislature, in the words of John age.
ture as it is a building of no personyears;
and motor
would speed
when*
Rjiey
Portland,which
chairman
of a barincreased
traffic the
mayday
come
in bjers
committee
drafted
the j footprtote°and s^gnature^of MnEdi- a*‘^'
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ANY SIZE, ANY AMOUNT AND NOT SHORT ENDS
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19c

over our highways, bringing in in- biU
Riley told members of the son have been thus preserved at the
pa,. m0,d lnto „ ,v desired
that you can mold into any desired
creased income to many of our X£egi
siatIure
Tuesday
that
the
bill
Ford xtl
Museum,
at Greenfield,
near
j
loict
Ul v
1 UtcUill
I licit
vllv
UHlUivt
Uovtill 19
Av
v vllilv.U, lit
ai
''Fvi 00
people.”
______
i____________
______ , _____
a..... ......
.
wouldj_____________
provide for a supervisory
board Detroit,
Michigan.
Few.................
know that
lb.
The former senator said that the t0 ijcense barbers and barber shops ! many years ago, Edison spent count- , . All .over
. the country, concrete is
is
—
guni
pjan had general approval in this and that the iicense fees would total, less hours in perfecting the rotary’
g
“
section of the State because residents abOut $30,000 per year, which would 1 cement-kiln — the largest piece of is6 called.’ Concrete,’ without
*
rocks
in
it,
is
being
forced
into
of these counties know it will mean g0 jnto the State treasury after ex- , moving machinery used in all incompletion of theimportant Atlantic penses of the board were deducted, dustry. Modern kilns as long as 375 highly inaccessible places through
In
Highway between Bath and Bangor. The proposed bill would impose a $10 ' feet, built in line with Edison's ideas. tubes under high air-pressure.
vaii»v nf
-it means equal benefits to «\ery license fee upon barbers for the first: have at one end hissing jet of flame. ■
nnw heinv
THE
Texas, water canals are now being
other section of the state," he added. year and
thereafter, he said.
thirty feet long As the cement in lined with this gunite. Not only is
KS
^a^X?
dUch^beffig im
These bills are among those alGrange members of the Legislature, they are burned at temperatures act creased, and water saved, but also
ready presented:
met Tuesday night at the call of State ualiy much hotter than those of a valuable land, mad? useless by large
St. Clair. Knox—Would increase Master Crawford and expressed them- volcano—some 2.500 to 3.000 degrees earth ditches and leakage, is being
1. struck saiary of judge of Rockland munici- selves as favoring a State income tax Fahrenheit.”
When Charles Cmade available for cultivation. In
Trainer's restaurant the other day lie pai court from $1,200 to $2,000 an- of “some kind" and pledged united
Placing the footprints of Mr. Edi- one instance. a strip of land. 100 feet
WITH THE BOWLERS
penobscGt view grange
QUITE A CHUNK
was hungry all the way from his nually.
“
~
Referred to Salaries andJ effort .to "put through legislation son in concrete symbolizes not only wlde and fifteen miles long, was
topknot to his toes. By way of a Fees
______
( which they_ said might
_
.
- the the _permanency of the material but
Officers
Are
Installed
By
James
L.
committee.
equalize
by guniting a ditch—250 acres
The Knox County League schedule
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Dornan.—Supper and Entertain Deer Island Granite Com
starter he put in a double order for st. Clair, Knox—Would divide fines tax
burdena. and
relieve the farmers
the
ease witli
which it can be formed j 'fandVorthahalf-million
dollars!
' for the balance of January follows:
griddle cakes and a triple order for pajd for violation of motor vehicle and property owners.
to any desired shape. But what -Another use that more intimately
ment Program
pany Quarrying Piece of
Besides Crawford, Senators Slocum, ’ about this commonplace but magic ’
most of us jS that of con- i Jan. 1&—Wholesalers vs. Perry's
roast pork sandwiches. The re i act hal{ tQ state highway commisJames L. Dornan of Pioneer
Stone
400 Feet Long
Market.
How
is
it
asks
Mr.
Smith.
mainder of the menfl was to be de sion and one-half to treasurer of Cumberland; Story. Aroostook; and material,
Grange, East Union, assisted by Mr.
*
* X.
X X <x
„ I Crete in the home. Today we find
,9
Jan. 19—5 Aces vs. Kickapoo.
cided upon when he got his second county where offense was prosecuted Representatives Perham. West Paris; made, and where did it get its name?
thillking people of moderate means
and Mrs. Howard R. Brooks, also of
Writing to tne Quarry Workers'
wind. But when the viands arrived Under present act fine goes to com- Lowell, Lincoln; and Webster, Bux- He goes on to answer;
building homes that will last several
Jan. 20—40 Club No. 2 or No. 1 vs. ’ that Grange, Thursday evening in
Charles partook not.
“Zounds!" mission if arrest is made by State ton; and former Senator Harriman,
"From the crust of the earth come Eenerations; homes that will resist Dark Horses.
stalled the officers of Penobscot'View Journal. Alex. McGuffie, correspond
ing secretary of the Stoningtonquoth he. "I have left my upper teeth highway policeman or inspector and Readfield, spoke in favor of an income its ingredients, principally limestone
The be£t insuranCe is to build
Jan. 21—Perry’s Market vs. Cen i Grange, doing the work well, with branch, says:
at home." And forthwith he beat it to county if made by another officer, tax. Representative Webster said and clay or shale.
structures that won't burn.”
:
Miss
Helen
I.
Merry,
at
the
piano.
tral Maine.
"Business here is just about the
“Out of the quarry we see shipped
___________
for the house. Once more armed Referred to -Salaries
Salaries cpmmittec
"the farmers feel the burden of taxJan. 23—Wholesalers vs. L. P. C. The list follows;
same as it was last month. The only
Burkett, Portland—Would define ation is going to put them out of a trainload of ordinary appearing
™ THE -j-jtle ROLE
with his portable grinders he did a
Master,
H.
N.
Brazier;
overseer,
Dragons.
‘
___
chore at the lunch counter which arson, provide jail term of one to ten business if something isn't done soon." rock. It journeys to the cement
i Frank H. Ingraham; lecturer, Jean- difference is that we have to walk
Jan. 26—Perry's Market vs. 40 Club I ette Philbrook; steward, Laforest through about a foot of snow. The
State Master Crawford said a tax plant, usually located near by. There Atwood Levensaler of Rockland Star
made Trainer's weary dishwashers years for burning buildings not covered bj' arson, one to three years for ' that would be feasible and workable we see these great rocks crushed into
gasp.
ring In University of Maine Play No. 2 or No. 1.
C. Smith; chaplain. Florence Phil- Deer Island Granite Company has got
burning personal property, one to was desired, but no definite plan was bits and. finally, ground to a fine
Jan.
27
—
Central
Maine
vs.
Dark
i
brook; treasurer, Charles E. firegory; its new all-steel derrick up on the
Tonight.
five years for burning insured prop- J submitted at the meeting.
powder.
This
material
is
then
forced
Horses.
I
secretary, Inez Packard; gatekeeper, new granite wharf. It’s a bird. It
Ten members of the graduating
will pick up 40 tons or more. That
into the long kilns and burned.
“
Kempy,"
a
comedy
in
three
acts
Jan. 28—L. P. C. Dragons vs. Five Maurice Gregory; Ceres, Minnie ‘ does not look like hard times bu«
class of the Maine School of Beauty |
“But what emerges from the kiln,
. , „
,
1 Miles; Pomona, Olive Tolman; Flora.
Culture held a banquet at the Thorn
EIGHT SCHOLARSHIPS
is not powder but hard, black balls, j written by J. C. and Elliott Nugent, Aces.
"ON MY SET”
what we are looking and hoping for
dike hotel Tuesday evening after
Jan. 30—Kickapoo vs. Wholesalers. Mar>r Gregory: lady assistant stew ! is plenty for that new derrick to do.
about the size of marbles. Huge ' ■’ill be presented Thursday night in
ard. Georgia Lamson; executive com- I As I said before, we have the quar
which the graduates were given an
Bowdoin College will this year con 1 grinding machines take this and pul- Alumni Hall, under the direction of
The City League schedule for the . mittee, Frank A. Richardson, Averaddress by their guest. Janies A.
tinue the experiment of last spring, ' verize it. With a little gypsum added, j Prof Mark Bailey. This play is same period is:
ries and the plants and men—now
I ill E. Morton.
Shea, skin and scalp specialist.
along the work and watch our
when eight scholarships of $500 each to regulate its rate of hardening. | g;ven by tbe
in piay production
Jan. 15—Rockland Body Shop vs.
The installation was preceded by ! bring
Those already placed are; Bertha
. .
* x*.
The Pirates.
were made available to boys in the this material, finer than flour, is r.ow ®,
an appetizing supper served under smoke.
Mills. Bertha's Beauty Shop. North
Portland cement—truly a stone that i which contains some of the most
“The Deer Island Granite Company
Jan. 16—1. L. Snow Co. vs. Street j the direction of Mrs. Nina Gregory .I has
secondary schools of Maine for award you can mold.”
Haven; Grace Butterfield. Peter Pan
just started to quarry a piece of
i polished actors in the University.
1
and
Miss
Therese
Smith.
Railway.
Beauty Shoppe. Rockland; Prudence
on the basis of success in competitive
City and country are now tied toit is the most truly laughable comAfter the installation the lecturer granite about 400 feet long, with an
Weaver, State Beauty Shoppe.
Jan.
19
—
3u~pee
Furniture
vs.
Ford
examinations. One of the awards, gether by 75.000 miles of concrete ■ edy cyer to be producetj at the Unipresented a short program, and there average width of 45 feet and an aver
Waltham. Mass.; May Leahy, of
.. . .
, , ...
, Motor Co.
which arc known as the State of rural roads, we read, and a farm
:
were
visitors present from Pioneer age depth of 17 feet. They figure
Portsmouth N. H.. will operate the
Jan. 20—Federals vs. The Pirates.
State like Iowa is laying four miles • versltV- belnS Packed wlth smlles and
there is about one million cubic feet
.
Grange.
Maine Scholarships, is offered in of concrete pavement a day. Further- : chuckles.
Casino Beauty Shop. Christmas Cove;
Jan. 22—1. L. Snow Co. vs. Rockland
of stone. Now, boys, don’t misunder
each of eight districts within the
Ruby Bridges. Beauty Nook. Waldo
stand me—I said a million and that
Atwood Levensaler, ’32, of Rock Body Shop.
OLD TIME INDUSTRIES
State. Examinations will be held on more:
boro; Celia Flye, residential work,
Jan. 23—40 Club No. 3 vs. Street
is exactly what I mean—and they
“And now it seems that a new era land, will appear in the title role of
April
18.
1931
at
Brunswick,
Presque
Thomaston; Edith Wincapaw, resi
Railway.
can keep on getting stone like that
in railroad transportation is in the,
Ia„»Which
Were
To
Be
Found
in
HopeIsle.
Rockland.
Fryeburg.
Waterville,
dential work, Tenant's Harbor.
Jan. 26—1. L. Snow Co. vs. Burpee
Lime Manufacturing Once Flour for some time, but still we manage to
Bangor, Farmington and East Ma offing; one of the important railroads j Mr. Levensaler ,is a member of the Furniture.
The Aroostook Broadcasting
keep our feet on the ground. No need
has
built
a
rigid
concrete
subbase
ished There.
chias The examinations are open to
Corporation has made applica
Jan. 27—40 Club No. 3 vs. The
to get al! swelled up over it—we had
The Firemen's Benefit Fund Asso
over
which
the
tracks
are
laid.
It
is
Maine
Masque,"
honorary
dramatic
all boys in Maine schools who have
tion to the Federal Radio Com
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Pirates.
! nothing to do with it for the good
ciation elected W. S. Pettee president.
believed
that
this
is
a
forerunner
of
:
society
and
has
appeared
in
many
of
made proper application to the col
mission for a broadcasting sta
Jan. 29—Fo»d Motor Co. vs. Rock About one-fourth of a mile north i Lord put it here in Stonington and all
G. W. Wheeler, vice president. C. M
its presentations. Among them are
lege authorities for consideration as high-speed rail transportation.
tion to be located at Mars Hill
of Hope Comer on the Appleton road the company had to do was to fur
land Body Shop.
Lawrv. secretary. W. S. Pettee, treas
"Looking
further,
we
now
find
airi
"Enemy
of
the
People,"
“
Craig
’
s'
candidates.
as a centra! point. It is proposed
Jan. 30—Federate vs. Street Rail prior to 1850 Jacob White operated a nish the men and material to free it
urer Tuesday night. A special meet
ports building concrete runways for Wife,” “The Swan,” and "Escape."
at the start, to broadcast local Z
tannery. He discontinued the busi from the ledge."
ing will be held on next Tuesday eve
taking off and landing. At Indian- He also has a part in the forthcom- way.
* * ♦ •
news and features such as bas
ness and moved away in 1849. It re
ROCKPORT
ning to formulate plans for the first
apolis,
a
series
of
runways
contains
■
ing
“
Journey's
End."
Mr.
Levensaler
ketball, horse-racing, agricul
The Federate beat the Ford Motor quired a year to tan an ox hide at
GETS PRISON SENTENCE
annual ball. The meeting Tuesday
enough concrete to pave nearly five also has literary and scholastic
tural news but it is hoped that a
Janies H Cilley, indicted on cha
ability. He is a member of Beta Co. 41 pins Monday night. McPhm that time. Now by a different process
W. L. Clark is confined to his miles of twenty-foot rural roads.
night was attended by 28 members
chain
hook-up
will
be
arranged
the
same
work
can
be
done
much
and
Rackliffe
were
tied
for
high
home on Beech street as the result of
of embezzling state and county fui
and the secretary's report showed an
“The next ranking use of cement Theta Pi fraternity.—Bangor Comlater to give general programs.
string (118i but the former had high more quickly. The remains of the while clerk of courts of Waldo coi
a serious ill turn.
is in structural concrete, in coinmer- mcrcial.
average attendance of 22 for the past
A
tentative
schedule
is
from
8
to
old
tan
pits
are
still
to
be
seen.
A
total.
The
summary:
ty, was found guilty in Supei
year. Steward Russel! and Assistant
1 and 4 to 8. This station, it is
Federate—Rackliffe, 293; Philbrook, few rods north of the tannery a Court Saturday and sentenced io :
Steward Tripp were appointed to
claimed
will
give
the
Aroostook
brickyard
did
a
thriving
business
for
275;
Beach,
278;
Benner,
288;
R.
less than one year nor mor$ tl
formulate plans for the annual social
area daylight reception which is
a number of years.
Perry, 309; total, 1443.
two years in State Prison at hi
to be held in the near future.
difficult at present. If the con
About
that
time
a
man
known
as
Ford Motor Co.—Black. 280; Cope
“Don't Overlook this Overcoat Op
labor.
ditions elsewhere are any cri
Deacon
Hill,
manufactured
tinware
land, 254; Porter. 295; Jameson, 260;
Pleasant Valley Grange will in
Under the auspices of the local
terion Aroostook radio fans will
portunity”
at the corner. His tin shop was
McPhee, 319; total. 1403.
» » » s
W.C.T.U. Frederick W. Smith of Wano? be likely to get anything
situated near where the church now- stall these officers next Tuesday:
—says GREGORY.
terville will speak on the "Unfinished
from the large stations until
Forty Club No. 2 or 1 led the stands. When he discontinued the Master. F. L. S. Morse; overseer, E.
Battle" Friday evening at 7.30 in the
their own has shut dowm for the
Kickapoo a merry chase Monday tin business the shop was converted M. Tolman; lecturer, Mrs. Mildred
First Baptist Church. At a recent
night.
night, with J. Black on the long end into a house and occupied for many Sprague; steward, Jesse A. Tolman;
address given in Waterville, Mr.
••• •». *».
of the honors, although Drinkwater years. It was finally sold and moved assistant steward, Austin Huntley;
ONOAVS LIKE THESE
chaplain, Ellis Sprague; treasurer.
Smith ■ id that the public, and
, was only one point behind for high to Lincolnville.
After an absence from broad
Don't fret and free ze
Frank
Post;
secretary. Myrtle
especially die dry public, needs to be
There
were
two
shoemaker
shops
string.
The
summary:
studios of over a year,
Sprague; gatekeeper, Herbert Huntinformed a j the sort of propaganda , casting
at
the
Corner,
both
of
which
em

Forty
Club
No.
2
or
1
—
Orff,
277;
Frieda llempel, famous operatic
^7^
being put o by the wet leaders. At
’Jackson, 287; Stinson, 259; F. Black. ployed a number of men. Ail foot ley; Ceres, Eunice Morse; Pomona,
prima donna, will return to radio
no time in the history of the tem
wear was made by hand and to Pearl Huntley; Flora. Julia Post;
260; J. Black, 313; total, 1396.
next Thursday as guest star of
lady assistant steward, Lillian Sim
perance cause has there been greater
measure.
Kickapoo
—
Dickinson,
270;
Folan,
Maxwell House program. She
The knife grinder is happiest when things are
mons. All are invited.
need for vigilance and work, he says.
Another
important
industry
of
262;
Barnes.
263;
Drinkwater,
278;
will broadcast from station WJZ
All patriotic citizens are invited to
Hope
at
that
time
was
lime
burning.
;
Sukeforth,
258;
total,
1331.
The thermometer at thc Corner
dull—but a live wire institution like this is
at 9.30 p. m. Her program will
♦ * * *
hear Mr. Smith's message.
The product was considered equal in Drug Store registered 6 above at 7.30
consist of the songs for which
never content unless it’s running at breakneck
The Dark Horses were on the quality to any lime on the market. this morning. But this wasn't a
she is most widely known. One
rampage Tuesday night and when The ruins of many of these old lime circumstance to the one at Moor’s
Among the visiting Elks from San
of them will be the favorite song
speed.
they came under the wire the Five kilns can still be seen in this and drug store which said 78 above. The
ford who were at the Rockland
of Jenny Lind, the nineteenthA. F.. Dunton
Early Morning Club had evidently
Aces had gone into the discard, neighboring towns.
Lodge meeting Monday night was
century singer whose voice is
Hope.
been dispensing hot air.
licked by 127 pins. Williams had
Joseph Brown who was ioc ted in the ' most nearly duplicated among
high string (109) and Small high
We
grind
our
prices
down
to
where
they
rep

city for several years in the employ
modern singers by that of Miss
V/HEN FRIGID BRCeiE
total. The summary:
of J. F. Burgess, optomit: st, and
Hempcl. It is “The Last Rose of
resent the keenest sort of values. We never
MAKES STRONG MEN SHtfZE
Dark Horses—Ireland, 300; NeWwlio married a Rockland ml, Miss j Summer,” which Miss Hempcl
bert, 276; Williams, 284; Jacobs, 272;
Helen Sullivan. It was Mr. Brown’s
has sung as an encore for years
forget
that
you
have
two
sharp
eyes
that
can
Small, 303; total, 1435.
first visit here for some yea: and : and which never fails to bring
Five Ace>-Lindscy, 227; Meating,
he was greeted with pleasure by; forth prolonged bursts of ap
spot a luke warm value a mile off.
263; Stone, 261; Clukey, 269; Mitcheil,
many of his former friends. Mr.! plause.
288; total, 1308.
Brown is a successful optometrist n • » • »
Sanford.
The entire second act of Wag
Come in—we re busy—and want to stay that
Forty Club No. 3 made a splendid
ner’s opera “Lohengrin" will be
comeback in the final string Tues
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine present ?c broadcast over WBZ at 10 p. m.
way—making it our business of taking care of
OUST MAKE THIS NOTE
day night and snatched a game obt
the paper before the meeting of the tonight by thc Chicago Civic
AiH OVERCOAT
of thc fire by eight points. Knowl
you.
Knox County Ministerial Association Opera Company. It should af
FROM
ton's 128 put him well out in front
in Camden Monday afternoon, liis ford a rare treat for music lovers.
and gave him high total. The sum
subject being "The Present Status ol
«•■••• •••
mary:
World Missions." Mr Kenderdine,
This Week’s Special Values in
Forty Club No. 3—Reed, 295: Stin
One hundred and 35 students
who is president of the association,
VV1UV MAKE YOU WARM
son, 276; Glendenning, 268; McLoon,
was much impressed by the general of the Conservatory of Music,
IN COUD6ST5TORN
256; Daris, 298; total, 1393.
Oberlin College, Ohio, will broad
expression made by the attending
cast an hour’s program begin
Burpee Furniture—Hanrahan, 269;
ministers that their audiences are
Knowlton, 308; Thornton. 2a6;
ning at u o'clock tonight over
steadily increasing, and that more
Campbell,
268; Beaton, 284; total
WNAt. The Men's Glee Club
concentrated and worthwhile work
1385.
and
the
Women
’
s
Glee
Club,
the
is being done in the churches.
* • • •
Marching and Concert Band will
Last night’s results at Carr’s; Cen
participate in the program.
The current issue of Telephone i
tral Maine 1492, Dragons 1482;
•••
Topics devotes a full page to the new
Under Dogs 1443, Dragons 1380.
Billy Munday, the well-known
dialing system in Camden, with a
football announcer will inter
picture of the new telephone build
ing. It also recites the incident ot ’ view Young , Stribling in the
Is different from any other product. Its use adds to
Coca Cola hour next Wednesday
a recent golden wedding anniversary
Every odd lot in every department at prices you
night. Sport fans will be in
“For Thy Stomach's Sake"
in Rockland, when Mrs. A. D. Bird of
the quality and uniformity of cooking.
terested.
Camden street conversed with her
cannot resist
••• •••
Indigestion. Sour Stomach,
son in California, making use of the
Heart-Bum, Gas on the Stom
Bell amplifier because of deafness.
Gen. Clarence R. Edwards is
There's nothing that breeds more
Absolutely Pure. A Product of Grapes and Lemons.
ach, Bloating and Malassinjiin critical condition in Boston,
lation of food.
conjfort
than
a
nice
warm
over

following
a
surgical
operation
Dorothy, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
AU Druggists, 50c, $1.00, $1.50
Jesse Kenderdine, fell on the stone 1 last night.
coat—Step into Gregory’s and step
••• •••
steps at the McLain school. The re
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
sulting bruises developed into an ab
Major Gen. Scott yesterday
out in a fine mat.
98 Exchange St.
scess which necessitated hospital, issued a tart reply to Gen. Persh
Bangor, Maine
Rockland, Maine
ing, whose articles in the Boston
treatment. She is at her home on
At Thc Sign Of The Blue Bottle
Globe are creating such a sen
Beech street and will probably be out
sation.
of school for several days more.

registered the largest since 1925. and
last Sunday's attendance was the
largest since 1923. The attendance and interest show a steady increase,
which is very gratifying to the workers. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine has
formed a new class of young people
of both sexes, with ages ranging from
18 to 30. Fourteen members are already enrolled. Mrs. William Ellingwood has been elected teacher of the
Baraca Class to release Mr. Kender
dine to take charge ef the newly
formed class.

A REAL VALUE-TAKE ADVANTAGE

teMnc&Merat

There’s no use in grind
ing your axe unless you
are going to chop wood

t

GREGORY'S

.

SUITS AND

THREE CROW
CITROUS

OVERCOATS

BAKING POWDER

$19.75

Priest’s Powder

GREGORY’S

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
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CHISHOLM’S
Ask For

We Give
S. &. H.
GREEN
STAMPS

S. & H.

Milk Chocolate Pepp.
Patties
49c lb.

GREEN
STAMPS

Milk Chocolate
Cocoanut Truffles

JANUARY SALES

Our January Odd Lot Sale

60c value

39c lb.

Markdowns and New Special Purchases

CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

Assorted Chocolates
The Finest in New England
SATURDAY ONLY

Priced Like Markdowns

With Extra Specials For

29c lb.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Asst. Hard Candies
19c lb.

New Merchandise at Ridiculously Low Prices

Jumbo Salted Peanuts

i F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Dress Sale

Salted Daily

30c lb.

The Fireproof Garage has added a The choir of the Methodist Church
was entertained at supper last eve
Dort Six wrecker to its fleet.
ning by Mrs; Walter Joy and daugh
“Tex" Harriman has opened a bar ter Miss Constance Joy at their home
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
$1.50 value
ber shop over the Economy fruit on Masonic street.
Jan. 17—Franklin's Birthday.
Jan 19-24—Food fair. Spear hall. store, Park street.
; under auspices of Veteran Firemen.
The Spanish War Veterans Auxili
Jan. 20—Silver Tea. Methetaesec Club.
The Industrial Accident Commis ary will meet tomorrow afternoon at
Jan 20—Governor's reception to the
Legislature, Blaine Mansion. Augusta.
sion will hold eight hearings in this 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Albert
Jan. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist city next Tuesday.
Hastings, Talbot avenue, to make
Men's League.
plans for a sewing circle.
*
| Jan 22—Lincoln Baptist Association
' meets at the First Baptist Church.
The annual palish meeting of St.
Jan. 26—Shakespeare Society's open Peter's Episcopal Church will take
Manager Joseph Dondis is home
I meeting.
Jan. 26-31—Portland Automobile show. place tonight in the parish rooms at from New York where he was called
Jan. 27—Chapin Class muslcale.
by the serious illness of his father,
8 o’clock.
Jan. 28—Annual Charity Dance of
H. Dondis. The latter has since ral
Just received another lot of
F.-C.-D.. at Temple hall.
11. P. Blodgett is in Augusta today lied.
Jan 29-30—Midwinter meeting of
delicious
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln attending a meeting of division man
Augusta.
Several members of the Clara
agers of the Central Maine Power
' Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Barton Guild met at the home of Mrs.
Feb. 9—Dancing exhibition Temple Company.
I hall.
E. W. Pike, Talbot avenue, Tuesday
I Feb. 23—Annual meeting of tbe Forty
At Newcastle last night the Rock afternoon, and worked on a scrap
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
land High boys lost to Lincoln Acad book to be presented to Knox Hos
emy 25 to 24. but the Rockland girls' pital.
Mike Armata has 15 men chopping team beat the Lincoln Academy las
' on his woodlot at the Bog as an anti- sies 41 to 9.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets this
1 dote to unemployment.
afternoon at Grand Army hall to
“Behind the Vanilla Bottle," work on quilts. Circle supper, fea
Rockland High School's speedy Kraft Cheese, and other educational turing covered dish edibles, will be
skaters are rehearsing for their en movies sent from Boston will occupy served at 6 with Mrs. Maud Cables,
counter with Cony High Saturday the closing hour of tomorrow eve- chairman.
ning s Educational Club meeting.
j afternoon.
Henry, 2-year-old son of Mr. and
The Y.P.B. will meet at the home Mrs. Harvey Curtis of Autumn street,
Drs. J. F. and B. F. Burgess will ar- of Miss Alena Young Thursday night ate an iodine pill yesterday with such
' rive home tonight after having at- at 7.30. The study hour will be given unexpected consequences that Dr. W.
j tended the two day convention of the to lesson three in studies of citizen D. Hall was called. The little fellow
Maine Optometric Association at the ship. Members will take copies of was O. K. this morning.
Eastland in Portland.
“Studies in Citizenship.”
The second annual Literature Day at
Miss Sue Carr, director of the Bates College will be held Saturday,
The girls' basketball team of RockIfind High School plays in South Home Service department in Au May 16. The first Literature Day at
Portland tomorrow night, and if it gusta. is spending the weekend in Bates last spring was one of the most
! lives up to tradition, the wires will Rockland as the guest of Mrs. Flor successful of its kind ever held by
ence F. Ellis of the home service de the Maine Federation.
j sing a message of victory.
partment of the Central Maine
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
i Power Co.
ROCKLAND
Dr. Walter P. Conley as president
Church will serve a public supper for
of the organization, presided yesterLewiston Journal: “Rockland has1 the convenience of shoppers and
i day and today over the 31st annual a group of men who with their fami-1 clerks Saturday night in the church
Tuesday evening the A. P. Class of convention and educational clinic of lies have spent 26 consecutive sum vestry from 5 to 7. Mrs. A. W. Greg
the Baptist Sunday School, Mrs. the Maine Association of Optome- mers at camp in Nobleboro, making ory is chairman of the committee in
I an unusual record." Referring of charge.
Emery teacher, held a meeting. i trists in Portland.
course to the Lake View Camp AssoPicnic supper was served, after
There will be a card party under
Free votes for Miss Knox County i ciation described in a recent issue of
which these officers were elected:
the auspices of the activities commit
will be given with each round at the this paper.
President, Lilia Sherman; secretary, Fireproof golf course every evening
tee of Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist at Legion hall next Monday at 7.30.
Virginia Leach; treasurer, Vera beginning tonight and 1000 votes to
Ames. It was voted to hold monthly low score man and 1000 votes to low Church will serve a public supper with Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Mrs. j
meetings of the class. Program to woman’s score will also be given Saturday from 5 to 7. Price 35 cents, Corinne Edwards as hostesses.
—adv.
■ every night.—adv.
be arranged by the officers.
There will be a meeting of the
L.T.L. directly after school Friday
afternoon at the First Baptist
Church. The drive for new members
is on. and the contestants are lining
up under the Blues or the Reds.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Salted Pecans

Pure Silk Crepe de Chine Dresses, printed or plain.
Half Sizes 14j/2 to 52*/£.

_ _ _ 98c lb.

Pure Wool Jersey Dresses, 2 and 3-piece; new col

Salted Cashews
59c lb.

ors and styles—

FRUITS

$4.95

Florida Oranges
25c doz.

Don’t judge these dresses by the price.

Navel Oranges
21c doz.

New shipment of Junior Dresses, prints and plains;
sizes 13,15,17
M\

/

New Walnuts
_ _ _ _ _ _ 26clb.___ _ _ _

Mill Clean-Up

CHISHOLM’S

READ THIS

pk 25c

FRESH CRISP
CLEAN NEW ARRIVAL

SPINACH
LETTUCE

FANCY FRESH
GOODS

dozen
2 dozen

3

large
heads

Florida Oranges

Navel Oranges
Nice Sweet
Juicy Fruit

Following is the latest standing in
the “Miss Knox County" contest:
Helen Putnam, 40300; Virginia Heald,
3350; Loraine Mank, 3100; Angie
Welt. 2950; Peggy Verge, 2800; Doro
thy Cross, 2750.

19c Sweet and
35c Juicy,

doz.
2 doz.

29c
55c

A Good Size For Any Use

A Good Size For Children

Tangerines, dozen,
21c Oysters in shell, dozen,
Fancy Cooking Apples, pk. 25c Little Necks, dozen,
Seedless Grapefruit, 4 for 25c Fresh Shrimp, pound,

39c
39c
35c

Sixteen members of Kalloch Class
met Tuesday afternoon for relief
sewing, and the ladies felt well re
paid by the amount of work accom
plished. Several remained to the
picnic supper and averred that the
scallop stew was very nice. _Also
these get-togethers are an enjoyable
factor in the class. Last Friday eve
ning 12 members met at the home of
Mrs. Hope Brewster, Rankin street
and worked on blankets for Miss Cor
bett's relief work. The material for
these blankets was provided by thc
generosity of the Senter Crane Co.
There will be a cooked food sale1
Saturday, Jan. 17, at the FullerCobb-Davis store, street floor, begin
ning at 2 o'clock, auspices Congre
gational ladies.—adv.
BORN

«

Pork to Roast
lb 19c

Sliced Bacon
lb 29c

ROGERS —At Knox Hospital Rocklaml
Dec. 13, to Dr. nnd Mrs. Linwood T
Rogers, twin daughters, Gayle and
Lynne.
NOYES—At Providence. Jan. 12. to Mr
and Mrs. Fred C. Noyes, a daughter
WORCESTER—At Rockland, Jan. 14.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Worcester, a
son. Rodney.
SHADIE—At Owl's Head. Ingraham Hill
Jail 13. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles E
Shadle. a son, Charles. Michael.
BENNER—At South Waldoboro. Dec. 30.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benner, a son,
Bernard William.
MILAN—At Deer Isle. Jan. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Milan, a son.

Fancy Fresh Little Pig Loins

Neatly Sliced and Lean

DIED

Warren Alewives

Native Fresh Pork, pound
Fat and Lean

TRY OUR
Mincemeat, pound,

20c

4 for 25c

Sausage Patties, pound,

25c

Our Own Make

TRY OUR
18c Cube Steak, pound,

35c

OUR MEAT COUNTER IS FULL OF GOOD THINGS

HAM ENDS

lb 15c

K0FFER,NG
FREE-A PECK OF SPINACH-FREE

Perry’s Market

MCDONALD—At South Sanford. Jan. 11
George W. McDonald, formerly of
Thomaston, aged 44 years.
DANFORTH—At Washington. Jan. 14.
George A. Danforth, aged 73 years. 3
months. 21 days. Funeral Saturday at
1 o'clock.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Miss Edith A.
Stanley, who passed away Jan. 16. 1927
Just when life was sweetest, and she
could have lived her best.
The. gates of heaven opened and God
called her home to rest.
She had a kindly word for each, knd died
beloved by all;
Her smiling way and pleasant face are a
pleasure to recall.
We often think of days gone by when we
were all together—
A shadow o'er our lives ls cast for she is
gone forever.
Sadly missed by Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
i Stanley and family.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to the
Ladles' Aid of the M. E. Church and to
al lour friends and neighbors for their
gifts, cards and many acts of kindness at
Christmas and the New Year.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Thompson.
CARD OF THANKS
I want to thank the Edwin Libby Re
lief Corps for the basket of fruit thei
sent me while I was ill.
•
Mrs. Clara M. Maker.

They really

look and feel like 9.50 dresses

Grapefruit
5 for 25c

Tangerines
19c doz.

Regular sizes 14 to 42.

The Senter Stores have cleaned up 16,000 yards of
“Boott" Quality Round I hread Lustre Scrim Curtain

I

Material.

Here are the special prices—

36 inch Scrim,

.17

45 and 50 inch Scrim,

.25

Specials in Art Embroidery
January is the leading month of the year in Art Em
broidery, so we plan new and attractive items at

this time—

•

Rayon Carriage Robes,
,
1-35
Pillows to match,
.75
Baby Blankets,
1.00 and 2-00
Bed Spreads, double bed size with scarf and
vanity set to match, 5 pieces for
.98
42 inch Hemstitched Hems Pillow Cases,
.79
42 inch Hemstitched to crochet Pillow Cases,
.89
16x42 Hemstitched Linen Scarfs,
-50
Lace Trimmed Pure Linen Buffets Centers and
Scarfs, at
.69, -79, .89
.75, .85, 1.00
New Pillow Tops,

Specials in Linens

Sale of Sponges
All wool first quality Sponges, direct from Tarpon

Pure Linen Crash Table Cloths with colored borders

Springs, Florida; value 50c—

of blue, gold, rose, green

29 cents

Sale of Tapestries

54x54 Square,

.79

60x60 Square,

1.00

54x70 Oblong,

TOO

Russian Crash

French and Belgian Tapestries, used extensively for

wall decoration, table covers, etc.

25% off

25 cents
The first time we have seen anything like this value for a long time.

Sale of Hand Bags
Sixty Handbags, a manufacturer s sample line of 2.98 bags
Assorted Styles

$1.98
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

All Colors

rv?rv Other-Day
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Bimside village street, near my
house.”
“And you are quite positive on
this matter of identity?”
“I am absolutely positive! Tlie
man was Andrew Merchison, what
ever he may have called himself of
recent years.”
The coroner glanced nt the solici
tors gathered about the table at
the head of which he sat.
“I think we had better adjourn
for a fortnight?" he said. “During
that time—”
Just then a policeman opened the
door of the room, usitering In
a young spectacled man. The cor
oner paused und glanced inquiring
ly at him.
The newcomer pulled out a cardcase and, advancing to tlie head of
I
the table, whispered a few words
Illustrations bij
in the coroner's ear. I saw a look
W N U
service
of perplexity cross tiie coroner's
Irv/ltx, Mv«r$A.Kko*1 t«vo
face.
“We seem to be dealing with a
thin paper which lie found In an
SYNOPSIS
strange, mysterious matter, quite
inner pocket and smoothed out be
apart from the death," he remarked.
fore use.
“Tills gentleman"—lie glanced at
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
“Look at this!” he said presently.
lor World war veteran, is engaged,
the card—"Mr. Stephen I’ostle“Here's something, at any rate."
in London, by a man calling him
thwake, solicitor, from York—tells
The scrap of paper was a receipt
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
me that he saw accounts of this
for a registered letter, dispatched
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on
case in tlie papers yesterday, and
from Cape Town, and addressed to
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
has hurried here to give some in
tlie Imperial Hanking Corporation
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
formation. I suppose we’d better
of South Africa. 695 Lombard
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
have it now?”
street, London. Maythorne pointed
and daughter, who have long be
Mr. I’ostlethwalte formally de
to the date—January 17—on tlie
lieved him dead. Mazaroff's right
scribed himself as a solicitor. He
postmark.
name, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
He had left his wife shortly after
produced a diary, nnd exhibited an
“Nine months since," he re
their marriage, before the birth of
entry which recorded a call from
marked "How long had Mazaroff
the girl, of whose existence he had
Mr. Salim Mazaroff.
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
been in England when you met him
fails to return to the hotel, and
“Mr. Mazaroff,” he continued,
at
the
Cecil?"
there is no explanation of his dis
“who was a total stranger to me.
“A few weeks,” 1 replied. “As
appearance.
Introduced himself as staying in
far as I know."
CHAPTER II—Holt meets Miss
"I know." said Crole. “He came to
York for a few days at the Nortli
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
Eastern hotel. He then informed
England in July—about the end of
goes to her cousin's (Verner Courtme that he was a very wealthy
the month."
hope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff's whereabouts. At CourtWetherby Lost No Time in Let
“Then tlie letter, or packet, or
man; tiiat he had made his money
hope's is a man named Armintrade
ting the Authorities Know Why
whatever it was, to which this re
in various trading concerns in the
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
He and His Party Were There.
ceipt refers, was sent off from
East, ami lately in extensive dia
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
Cape Town to tiie London branch
mond dealings in South Africa;
the authorities know why he and I that he had now retired from all
paper man, Bownas, question Holt
of this bank some months before
Mazaroff's body is is found in "Reiv
his
party
were
there.
Mazaroff came here,” observed
this, had realized his various prop
er’s den.'' He has been shot. The
He said, addressing the coroner,
Maythorne. He turned the receipt
dead man’s lawyer, Crole, with May
erties, and lodged all his proceed-;
“
I
wish
to
make
an
application
to
thorne, private Inquiry agent, ar
over. “There's nn indorsement on
in cash at his London bank, tlie
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
you
on
behalf
of
my
client,
Mrs.
the hack—letters and a figure," he
Imperial Banking Corporation of
ent's disappearance. He tells Holt
Elphinstone,
of
Marrasdale
tower.
continued. “See!
HL. D. I.
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
South Africa, pending investment
To support it, I shall have—very
large sum, and was in the habit or
What's that mean. I wonder?"
in this country. Then In a rather
making a display of them incau
briefly
—
to
refer
to
some
past
his

He carefully put away the re
jocular fashion he remarked that
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
tory. Mrs. Elphinstone, ns Miss
ceipt.
up to then, he had no children, and
anythin;: of value, are found on
Jean
Linton,
was
married,
some
Mazaroff's body.
no relations, he had never made a
“We'll just keep tlie knowledge of
twenty-three or four years ago, to
but he now desired to do so.
that to ourselves, for the present,”
a Mr. Andrew Merchison, who for will,
He produced a sheet of paper on
. tie said, "if the police come here
CHAPTER III. CONTINUED
merly had some connection with
which he had written out his
this afternoon, ns they’re pretty
this neighborhood. The marriage
wishes, handed It to me, and asked
sure
to,
after
thut
gun
business,
was
not
a
success,
and
to
put
mat

”Tvp have something more than
If I could put It Into shipshape
and
want
to
examine
his
effects,
ters
plainly,
Merchison,
within
a
Idle curiosity ro bring ns here, sir,"
form. I told him I would have the
let
’
em.
But
I
’
ll
keep
this
scrap
comparatively
short
time
and
after
retorted Crole, almost sharply.
will prepared for him and he was
of
paper
to
myself
—
I
want
to
work
making
due
provision
for
his
wife,
"We are the dead gentleman's
to call and execute tt at any time
things
up
from
it."
deserted
her,
and,
it
was
believed,
friends’ May I in my turn ask—
after three o’clock that afternoon.
The police came to the Wood
went off to the East. Eight months
as you seem interested in the mat
He returned to my office at halfcock a little later. They asked a
after he had gone. Mrs. Merchison
ter—if you can tell us anything to
past three, when the will was
lot of questions of Musgrave about
had a daughter—the young lady
help us?"
ready for signature. He duly ap
his gun, and of me nnd of Webster
whom you now see here. Miss Sheila
Tlie old man smiled, and looked
pended that and carried the will
about our movements on the night
Merchison. Merchison was never
from one to the other.
off with him. It was not until
of the murder, of Crole about the
heard of again until gome years
“Well, I could tell you nf some
some days later that I found that I
dead man's identity and position:
later, when Mrs. Merchlson received
thing. hut whether it will help you
had omitted to give him his own
of me again about the money and
news that he had been drowned off
or not I don't know. Yet—it might.
original draft, which I found lying
valuables he was likely ro have on
Mombasa, on the East African
I heard a gun discharged—here
amongst some papers on my desk. I
him. And in the course of their
coast, while on a voyage from
abouts—on the night this man was
went round to the North Eastern
investigations a fact came out of
Bombay to Durban.
From that
missed."
hotel with it, myself, but learned
which I, until then, had been un
time forward Mrs. Merchison be
“And about what time would
then that Mr. Mazaroff and his
aware. It turned out that after
lieved herself a widow, and in due
that he?" inquired Crole.
friend. Mr. Holt, had left for Dur
dinner nn the night of the murder,
course she married again, and be
“About what is usually my bed
ham and the north, leaving no ad
while I was busied in writing some
came Mrs. Elphinstone. Now I
time." replied the old fellow. “Ten
dress. I therefore locked up the
private letters. Mazaroff. who was
come to the cause and reason of
o'clock."
draft Yesterday I read In the news
naturally a sociable man. had
my application. Yesterday, Mrs.
Crole looked at Maythorne
papers the various accounts of whn'
strolled into the liar-parlor of the
Elphinstone was visited by two
•‘Ttial must have been the shot," he
had happened here, and as I par
Woodcock, where a highly diversi
gentlemen now present, who have,
said, musingly.
ticularly noticed that Mr Mazaroff
fied assemblage had gathered—
I understand, just given evidence—
.lust then the policeman at the
had been robbed of his papers as
farmers, cattle dealers, drovers,
Mr. Holt and Mr. Crole. On the
foot of the rocks, who had been
idlers, all homeward hound from
invitation of Mr. Crole. Mr. Holt in well as his money and valuables. I
pottering about tlie bushes, looked
thought It my duty to come here
(Toiightliu iite fair. There he had
formed Mrs. Elphinstone that on
up. and waved his hand excitedly.
at once and tell what 1 knew."
made himself very agreeable, and
the second evening after tie and Mr.
"Come down here!" he shouted.
"Much obliged to you, I'm sure.
had treated the entire company to
Mazaroff arrived here at the Wood
•'I've found something. A gun!"
drinks and cigars, which he paid
Mr. Postlethwaite,” the coroner
cock. Mr. Mazaroff told him that
We began to descend the rocks
said. “Now, according to you the
for witli a five-pound note, taken,
to the dense undergrowth amidst
though he had a perfect right to
said the barmaid, from a notecase
deceased man carried off this will
which the policeman stood. He was
the name he was now known by,
in his pocket. It appears from tbe
that seemed fo he pretty full, and
gingerly handling a sporting gun,
having legally adopted it some
evidence that everything he had on
in open view of anybody and every
and ns we drew up to him, he nod
years ago. he was in reality the
body.
ded toward a clump of overgrown
Andrew Merchison who had mar him—money, valuable papers—was
stolen, most likely hy the murderer
ried Miss Jean Linton, and had
gorge,
This hit of news appeared to
or murderers; presumably the will
"Shoved in beneath that!” he ex
left her. I need hardly say, sir,
give considerable satisfaetinn and
has gone with the rest. However,
that this is a very serious matter
claimed. “That’s where it was.”
even relief fo the police officials,
It’s something to know that such a
Maythorne opened the breech—■
for my client, and I think it will be
and Manners, who lingered behind
document was In existence. You
there were two cartridges in the
well for all parties, if Mrs. Elphin
when his superiors went away,
barrels; one, in the choke-bore bar
stone Is allowed to view the body say he told you he was a wealthy
found it impossible to refrain
rel. had been discharged.
He
of this dead man. In order that she man. Did he say how wealthy?”
from communicating to me his be
“Yes. He told me he was worth
may see if she can recognize it as
glanced at Crole.
lief that they were on the right
about eight hundred thousand
that of Andrew Merchison.
“Odd!” he said. "Why didn’t he
line of pursuit.
“That seems, obviously, the very pounds.”
I communicated the police ser
use the right-hand barrel In firing?’’
The coroner leaned back lu his
thing to do,” agreed tlie coroner.
geant's notions to Crole and May
The old gentleman, who seemed
"Perhaps you’ll accompany your chair, put the tips of his fingers to
thorne. Maythorne seemed to un
to be fascinated by the sight of a
gether, and looked round the court
client, Mr. Wetherby?"
derstand Manners’ standpoint.
weapon that had doubtless been
t
Then he turned again to tbe wit
“Following the most probable
used by a murderer, laughed a
ness.
There was considerable hushed
line,” he remarked. “A sensible
little.
“I think we'll trouble you to read
excitement In that room during the
one, too.
Here’s an evidently
"If that’s the gun that was used
that draft, Mr. Postlethwaite,” lie
absence of Mrs. Elphinstone and
wealthy man. traveling In a lux
to shoot this young gentleman’s el
said, quietly.
her solicitor. Some of the older
urious car of his own, puts up at a
derly companion,” he remarked, “as
Postlethwaite read—amidst a
folk amongst the spectators whis
roadside inn. goes Into a public
I. personally, have no doubt it was,
dead silence:
pered—the name Merchison had evi
bar-parlor, lets It he seen that he’s
t here's a good reason why the mur
“This is the last will of me. Salim
dently roused sleeping memories.
lots of money on him, and strolls
derer used the left-hand barrel.
Mazaroff, of the Hotel Cecil, Lon
When Mrs. Elphinstone, followed
out on a lonely moor after night
Perhaps you're not a shooting man.
don, in the county of Middlesex
by Wetherby, reappeared, at the
has fallen. What more likely than
sir?—if not, I may tell you that tlie
and of 941 Darling street. Cape
coroner's suggestion, she went into
left-hand barrel of a fowling piece
that one of thp men before whom
Town, South Africa. I devise and
the witness box and gave evidence.
is always narrowed in the bore as
he's just pulled out his purse
bequeath all my estate and effects,
It compressed itself into this—she
it approaches the muzzle; the no
should slip after him. murder him,
real and personal, which I may die
could not identify the dead man as
tion, of course. Is that the shot, or
and rob him?”
Andrew Merchison. Had tiie fea
possessed of or entitled to unto
discharge, is concentrated rather
“With Musgrave’s gun?" I asked.
tures remained unmolested, she
Mervyn Holt, of 559a Jermyn street,
than diffused. If a man wanted to
“Nothing out of the way about
London, absolutely, and I hereby ap
said calmly, she might have done
shoot another man dead, at close
tiiat little detail!’’ said Maythorne.
so, but as things were—impossible!
point the said Mervin Holt sole ex
quarters, as in this case, he’d i«at“What was easier than for the
Crole, in his professional capac
ecutor of tills my will and 1 revoke
urnlly use the choke-bore barrel in
murderer to take down the gun
ity, rose to ask Mrs. Elphinstone
all former wills and codicils.”
preference to the other."
from those hooks, and slip out
'a question.
This was all. But I was suddenly
Then, with a polite nod, he turned
after Mazaroff?”
“Mrs. Elphinstone,” lie said, “had
conscious that all eyes liad turned
and went off. Maythorne watched
“That would presuppose a knowl
Andrew Merchison a cast in his
from tlie witness to me.
him for a minute or so; then
edge that the gun was there,” re
The first thing that I was accu
left eye?”
glanced at the policeman.
marked Crole.
“Certainly, he had,” she replied.
rately conscious of after the crush
"Who is that old gentl-man?” he
“Precisely,” agreed Maythorne.
ing shock of the York solicitor's an
“A decided one!"
asked.
"There were no douht local char
Crole turned to the coroner.
nouncement was Crole’s voice, close
“That's Mr. Hassendeane of P.irnacters about who know quite well
to my ear.
"Numerous witnesses can prove
side house, sir,” replied the police
what was in this room and what
that the unfortunate gentleman into
"Keep quiet, Holt!” he was whis
man.
hung on that wall. 1 think Man
whose death you are inquiring had
pering intently.
"Keep quiet—
Maythorne drew Croles’ attention
ners has got hold of a good theory
such a cast—a squint—in his left
calm!"
nnd mine to a name and address
—murder for tbe sake of robbery.
eye, sir,” he remarked. “He also
I don’t think I did more than hear
engraved on a plate let into tiie
But—whether it’s tlie right one or
had a birthmark, in the form of a
him—I was watching the coroner,
stock—J. Musgrave, Woodcock inn.
not—uni
brown mole, or blemish, on his right j feeling, now, that he, somehow,
Marrasdale. “This is the landlord's
“You douht it?” I asked.
forearm. That, however, is not an , crystalized in himself all that the
missing property, sure enough,” he
He gave us a candid, confidential
uncommon mark, I believe, and I J various people in that room were
remarked.
smile.
don’t attach great importance to it. 1 thinking and wondering.
We left Reiver’s den, and went
If you really want to know,” he
But I am strongly convinced that
The coroner looked around—at
hack across the moor. Maythorne.
relied. "I neither doubt It nor
further proof of the identity of the ; nobody in particular.
as soon as we reached the Wood
UL't-ee with it. At present I don’t
deceased as Andrew Merchison will
“I understand that the wil] has
cock, sought out Musgrave and
knew where we are. I’d like to
be found, and I should suggest—” 1 not been found,” he said. "The
told him of the discovery of his
knew a lot of things yet. In par“There need be no douht about
theory is that it was stolen hy tlie
missiug gun. He hurried over his
tieul: who was the man that
It!” exclaimed a sudden voice from
supposed murderer, with other of
lunch, and as soon ns I had fin
Maze
said he wanted to see,
the spectators. "The man was An ’ the deceased's papers.
Nobody
ished mine, addressed me.
herea "'.•-? Did he see hitn; If
drew Merchison!"
| knows anything about it. eli?"
“The police are sure to come
so. when- :,nd where? If he hadn't
I knew whose voice that was be
Wetherby was suddenly on his
along here after the finding of that
seen him. was he on his way to see
fore I looked round. Old Mr. Has
legs, with a sidelong glance at me.
gun.” he remarked. “And I want
him nt tlie time of the murder?
sendeane, whom I had noticed when
“As Mr. Hoit, the beneficiary, is
to be beforehand with them.
I
Again—docs this man, whoever he
Crole and I entered the room, had
present, sir," lie said, “I should like
want to examine Mazaroff's belong
Is, know Mazaroff as Mazaroff or
risen from his seat, and was smil
to ask him If lie knows anything
ings.”
ns Merchison? Was Mazaroff mur
ing informingly at the coroner.
' about It?"
"Just so!” murmured Crole.
dered ns Mazaroff. an unknown
"Mrs. Elphinstone can't be posi
“7 know nothing about it!" I px“That, of course, must be done.’’
man here, or as Merchlson, a man
tive. I may as well say that I ; claimed. "I never heard of it!”
We went up to tlie dead man’s
who
had
been
known
here?
”
am
!
I
knew
Andrew
Merchison
room. Maythorne did the searching
i
Wetherby gave me another look;
“Ah!” muttered Crole. "My ques
well enough In tlie old days, when
there was something cynical in it
while Crole and I looked on. In
tion
!"
he
used
to
come
here,
and
after

the waistcoat pockets of a welli which I strongly resented.
ward when he was a young man— I
worn twped suit Maythorne found
“You and tlie deceased gentleman
CHAPTER
IV
I
knew
him,
too,
nfter
he
’
d
mar

1 number of loose diamonds, large
were very close friends, I think?"
ried
Miss
Linton,
now
Mrs.
Elphin

he said quietly. “Such close friends
mill small.
The York Solicitor.
stone. And my memory for faces
that he leaves you all his money—
“What did I tell you?" exclaimed
Is
remarkably
keen,
nnd
I
recog

HE
inquest
wus
duly
opened
a vast fortune—and appoints you
Crole as the •' amonds came to
nized
him
easily
enough
when
I
saw
next
morning.
Crole,
as
a
so

sole executor of his last will and
light. “He did carry diamonds,
him
the
other
night.
Andrew
Mer

licitor
whom
lie
had
employed
In
testament—and yet never even
loose, on him? Look at thosp, now
chison,
without
doubt
!"
London,
and
I,
ns
his
traveling
mentions that matter of his good
—must be a dozen or so stones
companion, identified the dead man
“Where did you see this man, Mr.
Intentions nnd your extraordinary
there, loose in his pocket! Do you
as
Salim
Mazaroff,
and
told
what
Hassendeane?” interrupted tlie cor
luck to you!" he said, with what
suppose those are worth a lot,
we
knew
about
him:
Eccleshare
was almost a sneer. “You’re sure
oner.
Maythorne?—You know more about
and the local doctor testified as to
“I saw him on the night on which
about your memory?"
it than I do.”
.
_
the cause of Ids death: tlie men
he evidently met his death,” replied
"Can’t say,” replied Maythorne,
“I’m sure of something else than
who
had
found
the
body
at
Reiver
’
s
the eld gentleman. "It was in
Indifferently, ne was more deeply
piy memory!" I retorted hotljr. “I
den gave evidence as to the cir
[pteresteil -In a crumpled scrap of
cumstances tinder which they came
across It. At this stage an inter
ruption came through the entrance
of Mr. and Mrs. Elphinstone and
Sheila, with whom appeared an el
derly man of professional bearing;
Manners, by whom I was sitting,
whispered to me that this was Mr.
Wetherby, Mrs. Elphinstone’s law
yer.
Wetherby lost no time in letting
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KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

French Mind Slow to
Wander in New Paths

The critical intelligence of the
French at its best is very far from
mere fault-finding, and lias a
limpid clarity which is unmatched
in the mind of any other people,
By NELLIE MAXWELL
Philip Carr writes, in the London
Fortnightly Review. Even at its
************************
best, however, It has its limits.
“The smile that bubbles from
The Frenchman is always reason
the heart, that loves its
ing and not often imagining, or
fellow men
rather ids imagination—for lie is
Will drive away the cloud of
characteristically an artist—always
gloom and coax the sun
has a reasoning quality. Pehnps it
again.
would lie more true to say that tie
It’s full of mirth and goodness,
too, with manly kindness
is hardly ever dreaming. lie is
blent—
really interested only in what can
It’s worth a million dollars and
be defined, and as lie has too high
it doesn't cost a cent.”
ly developed tlie art of getting tlie
very best out of the material beau
Good Things
ties and pleasures and sensations
S THERE are already several
of life, lie is often unfairly ac
hundred ways of preparing tlie
cused of caring only for the mate
good old potato, one or two more rial side of it. A love of system,
of generalizations, of abstract prin
will add to our pleasure.
Armenian Potatoes.—Take two
ciples, makes tlie logic which is al
cupfuls of cooked sliced potatoes,
ways working in every French mind
two tablespoonfuls of chopped
almost entirely deductive. It gives
onion, one cupful of cooked toma
to the Frenchman the tendency
toes, one-half cupful of grated
which lie always lias to take a le
cheese, one anil one-half tablespoon
gal view or any question, unless lie
fuls of flour, three slices of bacon
takes an even more closely reasoned
cut into small pieces and fried crisp,
scientific view. It prevents him
one-half cupful of hot water, two
from trying in practice any expe
tablespoonfuls of butter. Place a
dient of which he has not first at
layer of potatoes in a buttered cas
tempted to understand the princi
serole, add flour, salt, pepper, ba
ple, but it also prevents him from
con and butter. Then another lay
being vague and happy-go-lucky.
er of potatoes with the seasonings.
Over the top pour the tomatoes and
the hot water. Place in the oven to
“Grail” Legend Traced
bake. About five minutes before
to Fables of Antiquity
serving sprinkle the top with the
The origin of the Grail legend
cheese and serve when melted.
was discussed by speakers at tlie
Date Bars.—Put one cupful of
international Arthurian congress at
stoned dates and nut meats through
Truro, England/ Prof. Roger Loom
the food chopper. Add one cupful
is of Columbia university dis
of powdered sugar aud two beaten
cussed the Celtic connection of tlie
eggs; mix well. Add one tableGrail legend, it was popularly sup
spoonful of melted butter, two ta
posed, he said, tiiat tills "Grail”
blespoonfuls of lemon juice, four
was the cup used by Christ at tlie
tablespoonfuls of flour, one-fourth
Last Supper, and that tlie story of
of a teaspoonful of salt. Blend
the quest was always a Christian
well and spread one-fourth inch
story. As a matter of fact, howdeep in a greased shallow pan. Bake
in a moderate oven 30 minutes. Cut •ever, the earliest form we possessed
of tlie Grail legend was full of de
into strips and roll in powdered
tails quite incongruous with a
sugar while hot.
Christian interpretation. It was a
Appetizing Salad.—On a lied of
reasonable conclusion that tills.the
crisp fresh watercress or lettuce
most fascinating of legends, gradu
lay tnree slices of tomato. Sprinkle
ally evolved in Ireland and Wales
this generously with chopped sour
pickle, celery hearts and sweet i and passed through Cornwall and
Brittany to the French. Doctor
peppers, using the same amount of
Lewes of St. Andrews university
each. Add your favorite dressing
suggested that the source of the
aud place a small sweet pickle on
Grail story was the famous legend
top of each. This is particularly
of the House of Atreus, especially
good with steak or fowl.
the story of Orestes, avenger of his
Pineapple is most delicious with
father Agamemnon.
all kinds of meats. With chicken
breasts with currant jelly and but
ter it not only makes a garnish, hut
Importance of the Mace
a most delightful sauce ns well.
Use the pineapple juice in the
The present mace in the British
gravy and add a hit of the fruit,
house of comfnons dates from the
too, to the brown gravy.
Restoration, and was supplied pur
(©. 1930. Western NewppaDer Unlcn.i
suant to an order of the house,
dated May 21, 1660. It was made
by Thomas Maundy, a Ixindon
know nothing wnatever about Maza
goldsmith, and cost approximately
roff's will, I never knew he’d made
$733. It must always be upon tlie
one. And I'm very sure that if his
table when tlie house is constituted
will Is found, and I have to handle
with the speaker in tiie chair.
his money, I shall just transfer it
When the house goes into commit
to whom it belongs—to his widow and
tee the mace is placed on two sup
daughter.”
ports below the table to show thut
But Crole had got a hand on niy
(he house is not properly consti
arm by tills time, and was dragging
tuted. After the election of a new
at me.
parliament before a speaker has
“Sit down. Holt, yon d—d young
been chosen, the mace is also kept
ass!” he muttered strenuously. “Sit
under the table, upon which it is
down!—leave this to me.” He, too,
placed. as
the- speaker
is
.. soon as ...
i— i_
got on his legs—his voice sounded
proper'y elected. It is lent to
suave and placatory as he turned to
the speaker hy the sovereign, who
tlie coroner.
resumes possession of It when par
“I think, sir, that this has scarce
liament is prorogued.
ly anything to do with the object of
tliis inquiry. I suggest thut the
ltquest adjourn until—”
The Limit
“I’ni about to do that,” broke in
An American, visiting this coun
tie coroner. “During the next few
try to have a look at our poultry
days, more light will doubtless he
farms, did not hesitate to say how
thrown on all these matters.” He
much farther advanced was the art
turned to the open-mouthed Jury
of poultry-keeping in America, and
men. “This day fortnight, gentle
told some tall yams of his achieve
men, and in the meantime—”
ments. Twenty-five chickens from
I paid ne heed to the coroner's
a dozen eggs appeared to he a daily
platitudes about keeping open minds
occurrence in the United States.
—my own mind was in a whirl of
But a good old English farmer
Indignation against Mrs. Elphinwas game for him.
stone’s solicitor. But when I turned
“Perhaps," said the old man.
In her direction. I saw that Mrs.
“you have never seen a hundred
Elphinstone herself had crossed
chickens hatched by one hen at a
over from her seat and was talking
sitting?”
earnestly to him. Presently he
came to me with a half-amused,
"Waal,” answered tlie American,
half-ingratiating smile.
“I can't say I have, but—”
"You’re a bit hot-tempered, Mr.
“Well, then, it happens tiiat I
Holt,” he said. “Comp, come!—I
have,” returned the farmer. “Down
was only speaking professionally,
Devonshire way we always fill a
you know—professional manners,
barrel with eggs nnd set the liens
after all, are—”
on the bunghole!”—London Tit
bits.
,
"Confounded offensive, sir, if
! that’s a specimen of them!” I re: torted. “You were inferring that—”
Father’s Little Weakness
“Now, now, I wasn’t Inferring
Father and son were out walking
' anything!” he interrupted soothing
when the former stooped and
ly. “I’ve the interest of my client
jiicked up a rather nlce’j made
' to consider. I say again, it’s nn
man’s glove.
t odd thing that Mazaroff or Merchl“There’s nothing like honesty,"
: son didn’t mention his will to you.
he said to the boy. “I will place it
But the whole thing’s odd.” he went
on this railing, and perlfttps the
I on. looking round, “and what I sug
owner will return for it.”
gest is that we legal gentlemen and
tlA parties concerned just have a
They continued their walk, but
talk, if we can find a place to talk
a little while later while the man
In.”
picked up another glove.
1 took them into the private sif
“Goodness me,” lie exclaimed,
“tills is tlie neighbor of the other
ting room which Mazaroff and I had
glove!” He tried it on. “And my
chartered and I still retained—the
size, too. Hurry hack. Sonny, and
three solicitors. Mr. and Mrs. Elph
fetch the other glove."
instone, and Sheila. The solicitors
did most of the talking that fol
lowed; It was all about the chances
Turning the Tables
of recovering tiie missing will and
the possibilities of settling lip the
The husband, who had a great
original draft—which was wholly in
habit of teasing his wife, was out
Mazaroff’s handwriting and also
motoring in the country with her
bore his signature—if no recovery
when they met a farmer driving a
pair of mules.
was made. The discussion didn’t in
terest me: I resolved, after what
Just as they were about to pass
I had heard, that I should never
the farmer’s turn-out, the mules
touch one penny of the dead man’s
turned their heads toward the
money.
motor-car and brayed vociferously.
Turning to his wife, the husband
i
remarked cuttingly, “Relatives of
(To Be Continued)
yours, I suppose?"
“Yes,” said his wife, sweetly, “by
marriage.”

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

A

gossipy manner
(Norse Myth.)
Russian rulers
5-Substance used for 37-A protuberance on 110-Formal statement
fuel
the skull
i 11-Amused
9-G raded
33-Scotch river
14- U. S. monetary unit
11- Merits
40- Exist
(abbr.)
12- Pronoun
41- Seed-covering
15- Skill
13-Boy's name (short) 42-Fondle
! 1&-Before
15- Feminine name
44-Arab (abbr.)
20-Joined
16- A continent (abbr.) 45-Part of a carpenter's 92-Wrathful
17- lnsect
joint
X, „ . « .
. ..
19- To seek, as a favor 47-Any settled opinion
_ar,° ace P "
26-Eagle
20- Deface
43-Groove
31- A color .
21- Stout twilled linen 50-Pitch
32- An animal
23-A doctrine
VERTICAL
!33-Terminate
25- Time-period
1- Child’s bed
34-Swab
26- Decay
2- Detested
35- Enlarges, as a hole
27- Pvrt of the body
3- Near
36- Rodent (pi.)
28- Pronoun
4- Half a score
39-Time-period (pi.)
29- Greek letter E
5- Woodland spirit
41-Kitchcn utensil
30- Combining form. Air
(Gr. Myth.)
k2-A Grecian island
E-Comparative suffix 43-Small child
7-First year’s revenue L46-Negative reply
34-One who hoards
avariciously
*
of a bishop
,4&-Depart
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

WASHINGTON

L u|l L
P L O T
At Fon-du-!ac Chapter. O.E.S..
Jan. 7. the following officers were
G E n| i E
E E R 1 E
ablv insta ted by members from the
R R S
S A G A S
E S E
Warren Chanter: Worthy matron.
O E
T 5 A R s
T A
Mrs. Ina Ludwig; worthy patron,
C A R p E T
Y o N D E R
Leroy Cunningham; associate ma
A i N
N E A R S
tron. Hannah Staples; associateI
patron, Fred Ludwig; chaplain, Ida
I L
S V
Hatch; secretary. W. M. Staples;
p A L L S
S T 1 E F
treasurer. Horace Moore: marshal. ■
L O S s E s
P E S T L E
Alice Ware; conductress. Nina Johns
U R
A p R I 1
E L
ton; associate conductress. Marion
M T s
S I D E D
S E T
Mitchell; Ruth. Esther Fuller; Ada.
p R o N
Esther Peabody; Martha. Evelyn
R O A 5 T
Ludwig; Esther, Rosa Side linger;
L. N E
EW
5
Electa, Nellie Lincoln; warder, Yinnie Bowes: sentinel Sanford Car
gill. A banquet was served in the
FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE
dining room at 7 o'clock, followed by f WARREN
INSURANCE COMPANY
the work of installation. Owing to I
Warren, Maine
the bad traveling not as many were
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1930
$1,974 65
out as otherwise would have been, Cash in office and bank
but a splendid evening was enjoyed
Gross
cash
assets
.........
.
....
$1,974
65
by those who did attend.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1930
y/bat might have proved a serious
Nee cash assets ......................
$1,974 65
accident to Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Over Premium notes subject to as
cessment .............................
14,649 25
look and Miss Esther Fuller occurred
all assessments and
Saturday afternoon as they were re Deduct
payments ....................
350 00
turning from a trip to Augusta.
Their automobile skidded on the slip Balance due on premium
notes ............................... $14,299 25
pery road when just beyond Cooper's
O. A. COPELAND. Secretary.
Mills and turned around and com
4-Th-10
pletely over on its side, breaking out
two of the window glasses, but be
yond a few bruises the occupants es
caped injury. With the assistance
POULTRYMEN
of a truck and several men the car
ATTENTION!
was righted and driven home on its
We Want Your
own power by Mr. Overlock. Those
who witnessed the accident consider
LIVE POULTRY
it almost a miracle tbRt no further
And Will Pay Highest Market
damage was done as the car landed
Price
on the ed;e of a steep ditch and Call or write and trucks will call.
cou!d easily have gon» over.
COHEN BROS.
The students of W.H.S., will pre
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
sent their drama this Thursday eve
WARREN, ME.
nin'1 at the Grange hall. The drama
Telephone Warren 2-3
is given for the benefit of the senior
Reference: Any poultry raiser
class towa-ds their -raTiation ex
109-tf
penses and it is hoped every one wil!I
feel it a pleasure to Help the school.'
The participants have been coached
by the High Schoo! assistant. Miss '
Beechy, ar.d u-.uric :o- both drama,
and dance will be furnished by Over
look. A special feature will be the
accnrdion soloist, Mr. Leavitt of Au
gusta.
Y.'e want all your LIVE POUL
TRY Highest Pneaa paid. Call
OL'R JUNIOR PUZZLE
or write Charles Shane, care of
■I R E. Cutting, Warren, Me, Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References! Any poul
try raiser.
45

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
A M.. Stonington 6.25 North Haven 7.25,
Vlnalhaten 8 15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9 30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 3 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
______________
143-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

Dentist
‘‘Aop!e-J«ck”
The word “apple-jack" will pass
Its centennial anniversary before
many years. It first appeared In
the American language in 1840, ac
cording to the new dictionary of
the American language compiled
at the University’ of Chicago by Sir
William Cralgie, who edited tlie Ox
ford dictionary.

T

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Frank:

Could you learn to love

Mazie: I don’t know; what is
your particular system of instruc
tion.

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 915-M
Rttf

AN INTERESTING SUBJECT

Bobliv was asked by his teacher
to write an interesting subject on
the board. Here he is pointing
to it. If you want to see what
it is, take a pencil and join all the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number twenty-eight
and you will sec a word of five
letters. It is a plural form and a
oqiin.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1S49 this Arm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tai Day 460:
711-1
AURnt asice SERVICE

BURPEE’S
“GCKLANO. ME.

WAS NERVOUS WRECK
•

P "s
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Ev;ry-Other-Day

ROCKPORT

___

Many of the interior fixtures ol
Hotel Rockport have been sold ana
workmen began Monday morning on
razing the building. This is an
other forward step in the Bok im
provement plan.
"When I started Eargon I only
Francis Dow has re-entered the
weighed 98 pounds and was almost a Rockport Branch of Security Trust
nervous and physical wreck from Co.
kidney weakness and dizzy spells.”
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill has moved
, her household goods from Mechanic
' street into her newly completed home
j on Central street and left Saturday
for an extended visit with her niece
Mrs. Elmer Matthews at Wilkesbarre,
Pa. Mrs. Morrill has been spending
! several weeks at Thorndike Hotel,
I Rockland.
Miss Helen York and Miss Mabel
Holbrook were Sunday guests of Ms
and Mrs. Fred Holbrook, Mechanic
i street.
A special service will be held at
: the Methodist Church Sunday eve1 ning, the subject being "Ye Olde;
Time Songs." All the parts will be
! taken by young men and it promises
j io be an event of unusual interest.
I Rev. George F. Currier and Rev.
' F. F. Fowle attended the meeting
of the Ministerial Association Mon! day at tbe Camden Methodist j
Church.
Word has been received by rela' fives in town of the death of Preston j
i Clark Shannon which occurred in j
Washington, D. C., Jan. 12. Mrs.
Shannon will be remembered as
MRS. FR7EDA E. SANDERS
Fyora Payson formerly of Rockport '
Flora Pavson formerly of Rockport |
declared Mrs. Frieda E. Sanders, 1527 many friends.
The official board meeting of the I
Main St., E., Rochester, N. Y. "I'd
get up in the mornings as tired as Methodist Church was held Tuesday
when I went to bed and hardlv knew evening and the officers expressed
what a good night's sleep meant. I 1 themselves as very much pleased
was also badly constipated and thy i with the work accomplished during
whole system poisoned and dis I the past year. Preceding the meetI ing supper was served with Miss 1
ordered.
"Now I feel like a different person. Marion 'Veidman as chairman of the
I've actually gained nine pounds and 1 commit-ee. It was a delicious rehaven't had a return of a single one | past for which Misk Weidman and
of my troubles since I finished tWe her assistants deserve much credit.
The Girl and Boy Scouts held a ‘
marvelous treatment!
"The Sargon Pills overcame my competitive meeting at the Baptist
constipation in a mild, natural way vestry Tuesday evening which was
and never griped or weakened me in well attended -and highly' interesting
the least. Mv whole system feels Contests were held in signalling,
toned up and I have so much more knot tying and various other phases
energy my housework is a joy.”
of Scout work. In the signalling
Sargon may be obtained in Rock Thalice Spear did the sending and
land from the Corner Drug Store, Mary Veazie the receiving for the
Inc.; in Warren from George H. Gar girls, and Weston Arey sending. Er
diner; and in Waldoboro from
nest Whitney receiving for the boys.
L. Bossa.—adv.
6-lt
In knot tying, the girls for the most
part proved to be more apt than the 1
boys. The girls closed their part of
EAST WASHINGTON
the program with the Scout song and !
Rov Light sold a cow last week to the boys by saluting the flag. It is !
Charles Smith of Appleton.
planned to have a similar meeting
Arial Linscott has a crew of men each month. Mrs. Mildred Holmes
at work harvesting the annual sup has recently begun her work with the
ply of ice for use at Medomak Camp girls as Scout Leader, and under her j
next summer.
direction much progress is being
Carl Sukeforth is working in the made.
woods for H. B. Kaler.
Dr. S. C. Pierpont was at the home
ORFF’S CORNER
of W. W. Light professionally last
Saturday evening.
The entertainment given at the
Martha Johnston has returned to
Colby College after spending the va Community House Thursday eve
cation with her parents Mr. and Mrs. ning was well attended. The Boardman Brothers, Esten and Kenneth,
A. E. Johnston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook were were the entertainers and furnished
in Augusta on a business trip Satur the audience with laughs aplenty in
their role of black face comedians
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hutchins of Cake and coffee were served and
Jefferson spent last week with her games were enjoyed by the voung
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry de Rochemont
Johnston.
Supt. and Mrs. Jesse Fuller, Esther of Rockland were recent visitors at
Fuller, Arabel Sukeforth and Mrs, Percy Ludwig's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Meserve of
Roy Lenfest and children were visit
ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. Tefferson are spending the winter
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
E. Overlock last Sunday.
Robert Myotte.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard, son
BURKETTVILLE
Maurice end daughter Pearle left
Wilbur Esancy and two sons were Thursday for Thomaston where they
visitors of relatives Sunday.
will make their home. Miss I onise
Lewis Fish spent Sunday at Ever remains at the home of H. E. Porter
ett Fish's.
for the present. Everyone is sorry
Misses Katherine and Gertrude to lose these good neighbors but wish
T’-.ivcton „-e- in Un’on Mondav.
them success and happiness in theii
Medomak Valley Grange held its new home. •
installation Saturday evening. Mem
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell and
bers of South Montville Grange were daughter Rose attended church in
guests qnd piovided the installing North Waldoboro Sunday.
officer.
John Matthews of Damariscotta
representing Refrigerator Sales Co.
WASHINGTON
wras in town Thursday.
Tire girls 4-H Sewing Club met
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens are in
Mississippi for a prolonged visit with Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Albert
relatives of Mrs. Stevens, Mr. and Elwell, seven members present. Two
Mrs. Frank Achorn.
aprons were cut and basted and work
Evening Star Grange will install done on an ap-on, a holder and
officers Jan. 17, Deputy Lydia Morse dresser scarf. After the work period
and suite from Maple Grange will games and home made candy were
officiate.
enjoyed.

Sargon Made Different Per
son of Mrs. Frieda Saun
ters

FOR SORE THROATS
Prompt relief from
HEADACHES,
COLDS, LUMBAGO
RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS, SORE
THROATS, ACHES
and PAINS

Does not harm
the heart

BAYER

ASPIRIN
Accept only “Bayer” package which pontains proven directions. Handy “Bayer”
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—AU druggists.

ATROCITIES IN
CHINAREPORTED

GENERAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS
From the Monthly Bank Letter for January Issued by The National C'ty Bank of New York

MERICAN business faces, other industries swing into sea- tion is completed it means the re
the new year with no feel- j sonal production while later in lease of an enormous amount of
ing of discouragement,, de-1 the spring seasonal expansion of funds for current purchasing.
termined to win hack good times | construction work may be counted And not only that, it means also
through hard work and willing- I on to add impetus to the for- that people, having paid off their
ness to adapt itself to new con- ] ward movement. Whether these old debts, are once more in a
ditions, according to the monthly , increases will measure up to or position to contract new ones and
review of' economic
conditions
------------------* exceed normal proportions is not
to start all over again the process
published by The National City now clear, but in view of the oi supplementing current funds
many perplexing problems facing by anticipating future income.
Bank of New York.
“The past month,” the bulletin business both here and abroad This is always the way in which
declares, "has been a particularly the tendency is not to expect too the clean-up after a period of ex
trying period for American busi much. If it can be made evident cess lays the foundation for a
ness. The daily record of bank during the next few months that r.ew period of expansion.”
failures and continued weakness business has indeed touched bot
The bank comments at length
in agricultural prices have had a tom and is ready for improvement upon the widespread bank fail
that
will
be
satisfying
to
most
decidedly depressing effect. At
ures attributing them fundament
the same time, news from indus people even though the rate of re ally “to the great expansion of
covery
be
slow.
try, which even in normal times
credit in what at the time was
is seldom very inspiring at this
"Hopes for 1931 continue to be considered a wonderful period of
time of year, has been even less based chiefly on the drastic cur- prosperity, but in fact was a
calculated than usual to instill en tailment effected in output, indi- ’ period of general inflation resultthusiasm. Holiday retail trade, cations of depleted stocks of | ing primarily from the war.”
judging from the preliminary re manufactured merchandise, and
"During this period,” says the
ports, appears to have done fairly the free availability of credit hank,
"the country became overwell, all things considered, and to whenever business wants to use hanked and the hanks over-ex
have been about as good as ex it. One further important fact panded on the basis of inflated
pected. Dollar totals of sales will worth bearing in mind is that prices. In rural sections, partic
certainly show considerably un 1930 has been a year of debt pay ularly, banks became involved in
der those of a year ago, but this ing, when a large part of the cur loans directly or indirectly based
is due in part at least to lower rent income of the people has on inflated land values, and when
prices. Merchants generally re been absorbed in liquidating all prices fell, much of this indebted
port that the volume of goods ,,sorts of obligations incurred dur- ness was left without adequate
sold would compare favorably J ;ng ,[,e period of free spending support.”
with that of last year, with buy- Of stock exchange credit alone
Nevertheless, the Review points
ing, however, concentrated more the American people have paid
in the cheaper goods.
| off upwards of $6,500,000,000 since out, in all parts of the country a
“During the first quarter of 1931 the 1929 peak, to say nothing of majority of the rural banks have
Some considerable stepping up of the liquidation of instalment come through solvent and are able
industrial activity is assured as credit and other forms of indebt- to meet their obligations.
“In the cities,” the Review
the steel, automobile and various | edness. As soon as this liquida-

A

Miasionary Says Effort Is
Being Made to Arouse
Ignorant.
Peiping.—A deliberate effort to
arouse tbe feelings of ignorant Chi
nese against foreign residents, i
similar to efforts of the same sort
made just prior to the Boxer upris
ing in 1900, Is reported by an Amer
ican missionary In Honan province.
The missionary writes that a
number of well to do persons ln a
north Honan county have been
murdered recently, and some of
their vital organs removed, nn of
fense particularly objectionable to
Chinese, who believe it interferes
with tlie contentment of the dead
person In the spirit world.
The story has been spread ln
eaeh ease that foreigners have paid
gangsters to murder these people
and get their organs, which the Chi- j
nese believe foreigners use for med- I
icine. The story has appeared in
several districts at the same time,
and seems to be a co-ordinnted at
tempt by some group to stir up agi
tation against foreigners.
Atrocities Reported.
Many instances of the same sort
of atrocities have been reported
from Hunan and Kiangsi prov- I
inees, wiiere Communist armies are
active, nnd it is believed likely that ,
a Communist “missionary” has pen
etrated Honan, and Is at work
among the bandits there. While I
Honan has suffered immeasurably i
during, the last few months from 1
bandit raids in which thousands I
were killed or carried off for ran- j
som, this is the first hint that tlie '
Communists of south China may !
have come northward.
The bandits of Honan, unlike [
those of Hunan and Kiangsi, do not ’
profess Communistic leanings. They ,
are straightforward robbers, who
claim no other purpose than to ob
tain as much loot as possible.
There are two claimants to impe
rial rank in Honan at present who
have a considerable following and
liave established Independent gov
ernments of their own in isolated
districts, hut these men seem to
believe seriously that they may be
able to establish a new Chinese
dynasty, and are not robbing in the
ordinary sense of the word.
Woman Bandit Chief.
Tlie most picturesque robber
cliiefta’n in Honan at present is a
woman, the “Widow Chang,” who
lias been active for more than a
year, and during the last few
weeks has invaded the district near
the ancient city of Loyang and set
up a government of her own in the
town of Lungmeu.
The “Widow Chang” is said to
have been driven mad by the mur
der of her husband and children by
bandits about a year ago. She
sought admission to an established
robber band and in a short time
had risen to leadership. While she
is mentally unbalanced, she retains
enough intelligence to direct her
band with nn iron hand, and has
gained many followers in recent
weeks.
The widow's gang fought a
pitched battle witli a people's army
near Lungmen, the latter consist
ing of farmers organized to defend
their farms from bandits, and the
widow was entirely victorious. The
battle lasted for two days and sev
eral hunded were killed.
The Widow Chang is a sort of
female Robin Hood, who rapidly
enlists the support of poor people
in districts where her band remains.
She robs the( rich to pay the poor,
and is generally more gentle In her
methods than other chieftains. Re
cently, however, she has allied with
another bandit chieftain and seems
to be on a par with the others at
present witli cruelty.

Military Training
and Industry Merged
Moscow, U. S. S. R.—Under nn
amended law on military service,
thousands of young men will serve
their terms in Soviet industrial
enterprises, combining Industrial
with military training.
Men assigned to this militaryindustrial division will be under
regular army discipline and sub
ject to the usual military rules.
After the completion of tlielr
terms they will he urged to remain
in the industries. It is hoped in
tliis way to develop a large class
of skilled labor nnd administrative
personnel for the growing Soviet
economy.

Bird Circles Stirred
by Two Jackdaws
London.—All Is not serene in
Buckingham palace bird circles
since the arrival, uninvited, of two
jackdaws.
For years members of the select
feathered tribe have made their
home on the royal roof and lived
happily. The intruders, not satis
fied with being unfriendly gtiest*,
have stolen food and eaten the eggs
of their hosts.
All attempts to capture them
thus far have failed. They are be
lieved to have escaped from the
zoo.

Traflic Cop Falls
in Love, Wife Sues

Maine Girl’s

Lucky Day
HREE candles! And each one

a year of joyous
Tj represents
living. Shirley Russell, of 47 Milton

St., Portland, is a typical Fig Syrup
i baby. Here is what her mother says:

!
1
I
'

I
|
I
'
i
i

“A friend recommended California
Fig Syrup very highly. So when
Shirley began to be constipated I got
some. It opened her bowels promptly;
made her rest well at night. Best of
all, she lias been free from constipa
tion since then.”
For fitly years, wise mothers have
been secure in the knowledge that a
child’s headachy, bilious, feverish or
fretful spells can be quickly and safely overcome by California Fig Syrup.
Physicians recommend its soothing
aid to keep the bowels clear in colds,
or children’s ailments; or whenever
bad breath, coated tongue, or listlessness warn of constipation.

Sace Weston and readings by Mrs.
DEER ISLE
UNION
WALDOBORO
Emma Bailey and Mrs. Ethel Camp
The Sunset Church Aid was
Representative and Mrs. F. E. BurMrs. Maude Clark Gay was in Bath bell was presented at the close of the
California Fig Syrup helps tone
at the home of Mr. and
Monday and Tuesday.
installation. Refreshments of butter kett were home from Augusta over entertained
Mrs. Dudley Sellers Wednesday eve and strengthen weak bowels—assists
Mrs. Theresa Keene is in Portland fly salad, sandwiches, cake and coffee the weekend.
in buikling-up and energizing weak
where she will pass the remainder of were served; 45 members and guests
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Mank who ning on the occasion of Mrs. Sellers' children. The genuine always bears
birthday
anniversary.
the winter.
have been employed at Pownal State
were present.
the name California. All drugstores.
An entertainment was held at'
Mrs. H. S. Simmons returned Tues
School have returned to their home
Sunset Thursday evening by the.
day from Knox Hospital where she
here.
STONINGTON
has been for surgical treatment. She
Mrs. Abbie Burgess visited friends | Christian Endeavor Society. The af
fair was in charge of Mrs. Ethel J. j
was accompanied home by her sister,
at the Common last week.
Miss Dorothy Crockett who passed
Mrs. George Brown.
Wilford J. Bryant is in Portland Eaton and was in the form of a i LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN
“party on the farm." Hulled corn !
Mrs. V. B. Hagerman fell on the the holidays with her sister, Mrs for an indefinite stay.
ice last week and fractured her left Harry Gerrish, has returned to BosSevere colds are very prevalent in and milk, doughnuts and coffee |
ton.
were sold and the proceeds amount-! their son Elwyn of Holdrege, Ne
wrist.
tor. n.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell was hostess at
Miss Rebecca Cousins has returned
braska, where he is located this wiftThe farmers in this vicinity are ed to $9.
Mrs. John Adams and daughter ] ter. The message came over the line
the meeting of the Auction Club Fri- to Bates College after spending the iaarvestinK their ice.
dav evening.
'
1 holidays at home.
Mrs. Fred Dearborn has taken her Miss Anna are occupying the Su- perfectly clear.
Miss Eleanor Porter of Rockport is
The airplane service recently es- baby to Knox Hospital for treatment. sanna Barham house during the I
-----------------visiting her grandparents, Mr. and tablished by the Curtiss-Wright Co.
mamvc cnDMCD
John Fuller is staying at Union for winter term of school.
Mrs. Charles Grotton.
between this place and Rockland is a few weeks.
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Torrey .
1V1A1NK D LtJKlNLK
Mrs. Myra Burkett died at her home already proving a popular means oi
Oscar Upham and family were entertained about 50 of their friends I Mrs. Eugene Feyler was at Mrs.
on Main street Monday night. Tne travel and many are taking advan- visitors Sunday at Chester Harmon's. at bridge New Year night.
' Augusta Mank's Thursday.
funeral services will be held in the ia.-e of the quick passage.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milan are re- 1 Several from this place attended
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy re
Baptist Church Thursday afternoon
Rich Thurlow and Dwight Thur- cently visited at his brother’s Will ceiving congratulations on the birth the installation at North Warren and
with Rev. G. W. Collins officiating i low are passing their vacation with 1 „ ' f R
of a son, Jan. 7.
all report a fine time. The State
Suk£forth of Burkettville
Robey Wiley was called to Medfield , their parents Mr. and Mrs. David T. |
Miss Carrie Blown who is employed Master conducted the ceremonies in
Mass., by the death of his sister, Mrs. I Thurlow.
in Dorchester, Mass this winter is a very satisfactory manner.
was at W. C. Perry's Sunday.
Nancy Hobbs.
I Six of our boys who are students
Mrs. Merlin Eugley and little son
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy and passing a week’s vacation at her
Miss Jennie Mattison is with Miss at U. of M. and were home for the children visited her parents Mr. and home.
Donald, and Miss Lois Burnheimer
Annie Welt where she will pass the \ holidays returned to Orono by air- Mrs. J. C. Simmons Sunday.
Miss Flora Philbrook was the guest spent Sunday witli Mrs. Eugley’s
remainder of the winter.
! plane.
They
.
.. . . i,,
,
, jwere
. Norman
,* Turner,
j
i Sixteen members of Edwin Libby last week of Mrs. Abbie Gove at mother Mrs. L. M. Newbert.
Eugene Feyler and E. Moore are
A.t„e„^e.Aa,S__^MI?!Lal?_d
Corps and Comrades Philbrick and Eagle.
?™ld Ralph °n the
Huntley, all of Rockland, were <i.n
Miss Grace Eaton is visiting working in the woods with their
rins»ow s Mills road.
] with capt. wincapaw oi tne uurtiss- ner guests Qf Cooper Corpg Saturdayi friends at Stonington.
teams for Burnheimer Bros.
The installation of officers of Meen-j W light Airplane Service, and land- j ,an 3 aIter wmeh Mrs. Eliza Plum- Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw has reRalph Stahl and Lucy Clarry
ahga Grange was held Monday eve- , ed on the ice above the dam at Ban- mer and staf{ installed the officers 1 turned from a visit of several weeks were in Union last week.
ning with County Deputy Lydia B. i gor.
Ira Davis who has been working
in a very impressive manner. The with her son Edwin and family in
Morse as installing officer. She was! Mrs. Mary Grant and son Charles installation was followed by a short New York city.
for Z. G. Mank returned Saturday
assisted by Mrs. Joseph Stafford. The of West Stonington have moved here program of readings and remarks by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester to his home at Feyler Corner.
officers for the ensuing year are: j for the winter.
Mr< E. Moore who has been ill is
euests and members of Cooper Corps. were pleasantly surprised Jan. 2
W. M., Willis Crowell; Overseer, j Ruth Grindle and a friend, who The Rockland visitors gave a rising upon receiving a telephone call from ‘ now improving in health.
Philip Lee; Lecturer, Rena Crowell; ^ve been guests of her parents Mr J ““
thanks fQr the
dinner
Steward, Herbert Johnson; Asst. | and Mrs. Charles Grindle went to and enjoyable visit. Cooper Corps
Steward, Charles Crowell; Chaplain, | Rockland Sunday by airplane.
aiso gave Libby Corps sisters a rising
Dorothy Stevens; Treasurer, Fred W. j
------- ■--------z
I vote of thanks for installing their
HELP ME CARRY THIS HAMPER
Scott; Secretary. Ethel Campbell;
Sergeant: “Halt! You can’t go in ' officers and the pleasure of enjoying
DOWNSTAIRS, JIM
Ceres, Maude Gay; Pomona, Edith there.”
a visit from them.
Levensaler; Flora, Isadore Hoffses; L.
Private; "Why not, sergeant?”
A. S.. Dorothy Lovejoy; Organist. M.
“Because, it's the major's tent, fatMrs. Louise Ames
Isora Lee; member of executive j head."
committee, Laurence Weston. A pro- | "Then what have they got 'Private'
Louise, wife of Alvah E. Ames died
DON'T TELL ME
! very suddenly Jan. 7. She had been
gram of music, .recitations by Mrs. over the door for?”
YOU’RE GOING TO
in ill health for several years, and
SCRUB ALL THIS WASHI
every one realized she was failing ol
Why Not A Warm Car This Winter?
late but the suddenness of her pass- j
i ing was a great shock to her many !
Chilly Driving Conditions Are Unpleasant And Even Unsant
friends. Funeral services were held
CONSIDERING THAT THE HEAT necessary to warm a car to a Friday at the M. E. Church, Rev.
condition of cosy comfort can be obtained absolutely free, after the rela Mr. Howse officiating and the re
tively slight expense of a heater has been incurred, it is strange that mains were taken to the family lot
all ears are not warmed. Heaters liave been developed to a point of I at Appleton for burial. Mrs. Ames
very high convenience and efficiency and can be installed on cars of all I leaves her husband and two little
makes and models, without excessive labor, immeasurably increasing boys, Gerald four years and Vernon
the satisfacation of cold weather driving. Now is the season tn do one two years, her father and mother
self and family a good turn by( making a heater Installation. The two Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mank, a sis
types of heaters utilize heat from the cooling system and that from the ter Mrs. Dorothy Christofferson of
exhaust system, respectively. The former makes use of a portion of Rockland and a brother William
ja
the water from the engine-jackets, circulated through a miniature hot- Mank of this place. Her death is a
water radiator, set into the dash. An electrically driven fan forces most crushing blow for the mother
warmed air through this radiator into the body space, the rate and Mrs. Mank as within a few weeks she
direction of delivery of heated air being controlled hy motor speed and has lost her only brother Raymond
deflector plates. This type obviates all Intimate contact of the delivered Gleason, her mother Izora Gleason,
SILLYI NOBODY SCRUBS NOWADAYS.
air with exhaust piping, which may contaminate it with offensive gases and Mrs. Ames, her eldest daughter.
I JUST SOAK THE WASH IN RINSO
and it gives fine results as soon as the engine is warmed up. In the
* * * •
SUDS. AND IT COMES SNOWY WHITE.
latter type, air moved by the radiator fan is made to circulate around
Judson J. Alden
the exhaust manifold, becoming heated thereby, and is delivered to the
WASHDAY IS EASY WITH RINSO
body space. Some such heaters collect the air just behind the radiator
Judson J. Alden died Jan. 7 after I
core to avoid gases which may possibly be present in the hood space. being confined to his bed by a few
Adjustable gratings or registers in tlie car floor permit regulation of weeks' illness. Mr. Alden had been
the heat. Such heaters go into action almost as soon as the engine an invalid lor more than 20 years
starts. Space available and other practical considerations may make ind had been faithfully cared for by
the installation of one type more feasible than that of the other,—a his wife and son Edwqrd and wife.
matter readily settled in each specific case. Every ear. used in cold Funeral services were held Sunday
weather, should be heater equipped, especially as the first cost is the at his late home Rev. Mr. Howse offi
only cost of this valuable accessory.
ciating. Mr. Alden leaves his wife, a
son Edward and daughter Mrs. Caro
ENGINE “ROLLS” WHILE
i in the correct postion for winter lyn Williams, five grandchildren and
‘
IDLING
weather, which is usually the full
a brother. Dr. Eben Alden of Thom
P. J. writes: Until recently. T ^pat on”setting. Changing from aston and Florida.
have been able to slow my 1»2« ?Irnd„ina,7 ‘° &
, RT?"
Xii'-'

<►

Memphis.—Charles P. Ma
lone, a traffic policeman, fell
in love with Mrs. Rose P.
Rude, who motored past his
corner four times a day, ac
cording to the policeman's
wife, who has sued the other
woman for $5,000 alleged
heart balm.

Mother: “What made you stay so 1
lafo? Have a flat tire?”
Daughter, dreamily: “No, mother,
I I’d hardly call him that.”
Stenographer: “Your little girl
wants to kiss you over the phone."
Boss: “Take the message and I'll
get it from you later.”

continues, “the situation is not so
serious, partly because of
greater diversity of banking and
partly because of larger banking
experience.
Nevertheless, here
too boom times have attracted
some less conservative elements
and led to the development of
new banks, beginning small and j
growing rapidly on a class of
business which the old estab
lished banks would not touch.’* |
It is pointed out that neither of I
the two banks that recently failed
in New York City were members
of the New York Clearing House
Association.
As against the bank failures,
the Review says, it is a satisfac
tion to note that while the num
ber of bankruptcies in industry
and trade is large the aggregate
of liabilities is relatively small.
The main business structure of
the country is going through the
crisis remarkably well. While the
public should be prepared for un
favorable 1930 earnings compari
sons with recent prosperity years,
it is believed that comparisons
with previous depression years
will be favorable. With an ab
sence of unwieldy inventories,
business has been in a better posi
tion than in previous depressions
to maintain a rapid turnover and
prevent inventory depreciation,
and the banks are suffering no
where near the losses on their
commercial accounts that they
did in the 1921 depression

- -------- car down to two miles per! I1"6 °rte" causes Just s"ch trouble
hour and the engine would run as! as you have experienced,
smooth as a watch, but all of a |
DID YOU KNOW THAT—
sudden. 1 find that the engine rolls
and leaps, while idling, and will
Rear wheels occasionally need
not move the car steadily at very to be tightened on the tapered ends
low speeds, although the car per of the axle. If a sharp snap or
forms O. K. at higher speeds. Car click is heard in starting the car,
buretor lias been pronounced O. K.. particularly when changing from
gas tank has been drained and forward to reverse motion or vice
breaker points cleaned, hut without I versa, it is often an indication that
improvement. What can you sug- this attention is required. Remove
the hub cap and the axle nut cot
gest?
ter-pin, tighten the nut strongly
with a large wrench and don't for
get to lock it with a new cotterpin, well bent over.

Do you care anything about gas
oline economy? It is a well-known
fact that the existing adjustments
of the carburetors of a majority of
cars can be made leaner and more
economical, without loss of power
or speed, when warming-up has
taken place. Lessened carboniza
tion and oil-dilution will accom
pany this change. Your service
Answer: Your statement that station will show you what needs
the engine “rolls" while idling indi to be done.
cates that the low speed mixture
is too rich, though how it could
Mudguards and other car parts
suddenly become so, without the finished In baked-on enamel, gen
carburetor adjustment having been erally become very dull in appear
changed, we do not know. Turn ance, through the collection upon
ing the air-serew of the carburetor their surfaces of a heavy coat of
to the left (the milled screw above grea®y dust. This can be removed
the float chamber), should make by means of an abrasive cleaner
the idling mixture lean enough to| marketed for the purpose and treatstop the engine's rolling. Before j ment therewith restores the finish
making this change, you better to its original brilliancy, unless it
make sure that the heat adjust-! has been nicked or other wise
ment for the carburetor jacket is damaged.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach j
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach [
attended tne movies in Rockland Sat
urday evening.
T ae Methodist ladies' aid will meet
with Mrs. Minnie Vannah Jan. 21.
Mrs. Rcjnald Monahan and daugh
ter Gloria recently visited at Mrs.
licllie keever’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter, Miss
Rose Carter and Joseph Fernandez of j
Friendship were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. V/. G. Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Giroux and
on Pr.ui and friends of Waterville
were at E. R. Burns' Sunday. Mrs.
Giroux and ittle Paul will remain
here with her parents for a few
weeks.
Mrs. Lloyd Simmons was in Rock’and last week.

♦♦♦♦♦♦

Questions of general interest to the motorist will be answered by
Mr. Clough in this column, space permitting. If an immediate answer u
desired, enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope.
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Rural Barber: Who out yer hair
las' time, Bill?
Farmer's Boy: Maw, but she
couldn't find the scissors, an’ the
sickle was kinder dull.
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Pa^e Six

How One Woman Lost

In Everybody’s Column

MORAN IN CAMDEN

TEMPORARY CHANCE
IN FREIGHT SCHEDULE

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a line. Steamer CORNISH will make regular

Getting Down to the

Waxes Satirical At the Ex
Special convocation of Henry Knox
Chapter R.A.M. this Thursday eve
pense of Certain Roadning. There will be work upon one
sailings for Boston, freight only, leav
candidate in the Royal Arch degree.
Building Plans
ing Rockland for Boston Wednesdays
There will also be a special convo
Lost and Found
and Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.;
cation of Henry Knox Chapter on
In
an
address
before
the
Camden
Get
an
85c
bottle
of
KRUSCHEN
leaves Rockland for Bangor and in
Oil plant
Jan. 16 with work upon three candi Lost Her Double Chin
SALTS at David L. McCatry's (lasts Rotary Club Tuesday E. C. Moran.
n’d Countv ro«e. Jan ’t '•"v^lo-e with termediate landings Tuesdays and
dates in the degree of R.A.M. Re Last Her Prominent Hips
4 weeks). If this first bottle doesn't Jr., continued his discourse on the
$24 and name "F. J. COTTON." Reward. Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
freshments will be served after the
i-a i
convince you this is the easiest, safest subject of improved highways, with
During the holiday weeks the steamer
Lost Her Sluggishness
work.
and surest way to lose fat—if you especial reference to the Commis
de^rs
srcoai'has^t
81
^:
' WESTPORT, freight and Passengers
Don't forget the card party to be Gained Physical Vigor
don’t feel a superb improvement in sion's plans for the road from Wool
As a usual thing the price of an article is
turn to ELMER warren. Biaisdell's leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and
given at the High School assembly Gained in Vivaeiousness
health—so gloriously energetic—vig- wich to Rockland. He said, in part:
coal office._________________________ 6-8. intermediate landings Tuesdays and
the
serious
side
of
a
sale
—
but
hall Friday evening for the benefit Gained a Shapely Fgiure
•
•
•
•
orously alive—your money gladly reFOUND—Child's kid mitten for right Saturdays at 7.30 A. M. For Brooklin
of the Nurse Association. It is a
----When the four-year program is all
.turned.
hand, inquire at courier-gazette ancj intermediate landings on Monworthy cause and a good time is if you're fat—remove the cause!
Take half a teaspoonful of KRUSCHEN carried out. whether it be completed
_ | days and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. instead
promised. Tickets may be obtained KRUSCHEN SALTS contain the 6 ) SALTS in a glass of hot water every in three more years as outlined by
FOUND—Gray glove on Lindsey St..
'
—
-Wednesday. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE. of the usual tailings for Bar Harbor
at McDonald’s or Brackett’s.
• mineral salts your body organs, glands morning—cut out pastry and faty meats the Commission or whether it is
go light on potatoes, butter, cream and
7-lt on Tuesdays end Fridays and for
The annual meeting of the Thom- and nerves should have to function ,i —
here and now the cost isn’t a matter to
sugar—in 3 weeks get on the scales and speeded up to be done in the next two
Brooklin on Mondays and Thursdays.
i note how many pounds of fat have years as suggested by Senator
aston National Bank was held Mon- properly.
Effective week of January 4 regular ■
cause brow wrinkling.
day. Officers elected were William I When your vital organs fail to per- , vanished.
Notice also that you have gained in Dwinal, either way the result is only
Wanted
schedule will be resumed
G. Washburn, president; F. H. Jor- form their work correctly—your bow- i energy
—your skin is clearer—your eyes 20.18 miles of this 54.1 miles con
Can you afford
dan, vice president; J. Walter Strout. , els and kidneys can’t throw off that sparkle with glorious health—you feel structed of concrete. The State
WANTED—Position as chef or all
in body—keener in mind.
round cook. Best of references. Can
cashier; F. A. Shaw, assistant waste material—before you realize it younger
KRUSCHEN will give any fat person a Highway Commission plan, therefore,
start anv time. HORACE T. PERRY.
cashier; directors, William G. Wash —you're growing hideously fat!
Joyous surprise.
5 Wadsworth St., Thomaston._______ Mt
is to concrete only 36 of this road,
burn, F. H. Jordan, John Brown, J.
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student steamship lines
leading 64' of this important Fed
C. Thurston, A. J. Elliot.
preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or
eral Highway without concrete!
call
163-M.
7-tf
WARREN
I
“HELL’S ANGELS”
Misses Doris and Beverly Wellman |
If so, then you can own a fine Gregory suit.
That's a splendid result!
The
___
WANTED
—
At
once
to
complete
a
col
whose family have removed to their ' Mrs. Benjamin Starrett, Mrs. Flora i
Dwinal plan is to speed up that relection one purple and one blue whiskey
former home in Rockport are re Peabody and Mrs. Laura Starrett were I
That's
certainly
a
case
of
flask
Must
be
100
yeatss
old
or
over.
For Sale
maining here to continue their pleasantly entertained by Mrs. Le-1 Greatest War ricture or All sult
Will pay $50 for either. BOX 431. Rock
speeding
up a funeral as far as our
land Philbrook Monday evening at
Time At Strand Theatre
land.
Me.
7-9
studies in the High School.
FOR SALE—One-horse double runner
interests are concerned.
Mrs. Ellis Young entertained at cards.
WANTED—Gas stationary engine, from pung. at my farm In West Rockport. In
Isn’t going to bother you, is it? They you
Next Week
I Not an inch of concrete from Edge15 to 20 h. p. TEL 277-W. or write Box quire NELSON B. COBB. Fuller-CobbW. J. Smith and Walter Feyler
bridge Tuesday evening with two
comb to Warren! From the newspa443. Rockland.
7*12 Davls.
________
7~9
have a choice of overcoats from marvelous
tables in play. The guests were Mr. were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
.
per writeups I judge that Mr. Dwinal
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
FOR SALE—Double seated pung for
and Mrs. Ralph Crawford, Mr. and W. L. Stevens.
Hell’s Angels.” the most lavish: didn't point out these particular
Apply to MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 one or two horses, man's fur coat, plow,
fabrics.
Mrs. Hattie Moody of Augusta spent screen enterprise of all time, will lacts to vou. Some fine gentlemen
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding, Mr. and Mrs.
Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285.
6-8 cultivator with wings, roll-top desk, flatCharles Smith. Highest honors went Friday of last week with Mrs. Laura play at the Strand Monday. Tues- over around Damariscotta and WalWANTED—Two men with cars accus top desk EFFIE M. CLARK, 32 Oliver
___ 7-9
to Mr. Spalding, the consolation to Starrett.
tomed to working long hours. Perma St. Tel. 329-R.
day and Wednesday. There will be a doboro have been reported in the
nent positions at $39.10 weekly. Must
FOR SALE—Heavy team sled, like new.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis were special matinee Tuesday at 4 o'clock press as very favorable to the Dwinal
Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
have
neat
appearance.
Apply
5
30
to
8.15
Also
Toggenburg
goats,
both
sexes.
The pouring of cement on the dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. The spectacular air thriller was pro- pjan. since I pointed out that there
HOTEL ROCKLAND. Rockland. Maine. HOLMES, Back Cove, Waldoboro, Me.
7*9
South Warren bridge will be com Ernest G. Starrett.
Friday
evening
only.
See
Mr.
Carter:
duced and personally directed by | jsn't going to be a fraction of an inch
6-7
The installing team of Georges Howard Hughes, president of the j of concrete in either Damariscotta or
pleted within two or three days. It
FOR SALE—Dry wood, long, $10; fitted,
Purposely
built to take the worry off your
WANTED—Woman for house work In $14: Junks, $12; soft Junks. $8. L. F.
is expected to open the bridge for River Lodge, K. of P.. consisting of Caddo Co., at a cost of $4,000,000. and Waldoboro, these gentlemen haven't
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
6-14
shoulders when the coat goes on.
G. P.. Forrest Spear; G. M. A., A. P. took three years to complete.
traffic the first of February.
been heard from, and I rather
_ ________________________________ 6-tf
FOR SALE—An undivided one-half In
Mrs. Edna Smith will entertain the Gray, and D. G. C„ Herbert K.
Filming of "Hell's Angels” began imagine they arc doing considerable
WANTED
Special
attention!
My
farm
terest
In
a
new
Invention;
a
combination
Come in and see what a little money will
Thomas motored to Camden Tues Oct. 31. 1927. following six months thinking.
Chataneet Club Thursday evening.
is vacant due to the death of my care of two small necessities that have been
taker. Who would like to fill this va In daily use by millions of people for
The annual meeting of Georges day evening to serve Camden Lodge, of preliminary research and prepa
do in this great stock.
Unfortunately
our
road
building
is
cancy? For details apply to ERNEST C. many years. It Is practical, convenient
National Bank was held Monday and K. of P. They also plan to install
riddled with politics. I don't believe
DAVIS at Angler’s Farm. Union, or at and economical. A tremendous demand
these officers re-elected: R. O. Elliot, the officers of Meduncook Lodge Fri
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
5-tf Is anticipated. Price $50,000 Address
that
our
Highway
Commission
would
day
evening
at
Friendship.
president; R. E. Dunn, vice presi
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by P. O. BOX 235. Thomaston Maine. 5*7
foist such an outrage on the people
Mystic
Rebekah
Lodge
will
hold
dent; L. S. Levensaler, cashier:
1 middle aged American widow, good home
FOR SALE—Drv wood under cover,
of Maine if they had not been forced
find small pay. Best of references. BOX long. $10; fitted. $14: Junks. $12: limbs,
Charles
M.
Starrett,
assistant roll call and observe charter mem
to
do
so
by
the
Governor
and
Coun

25.
Washington.
Me.
5*10
$10;
soft wood. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
cashier; directors. R. O. Elliot, R. E. bers’ night Jan. 26. Refreshments
263-21.
5-7
cil.
Dunn. F. D. Elliot, Henry E. McDon and entertainment will be furnished.
While his supporters through mis
FOR SALE—Cheap, one-half ton Ford
The committee: Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs.
ald. Levi Seavey, Elmus A. Morse.
Eggs
and
Chicks
truck,
year
1924.
Call
on
or
address
E.
understanding are urging “concrete
D. EDGECOMB. North Appleton.
5*7
Mrs. Henrietta Levensaler leaves Norah Russell. Miss Adele Feyler and
Route
No.
1
from
Kittery
to
Calais,
”
Saturday for Waverly, Mass., to visit Mrs. Carrie Smith.
FOR SALE—One open Franklin stove.
Mr. Dwinal knows that, with the ex
In first-class condition. CALL 995-W.
her daughter Mrs. Eliza Carleton.
ception of another proposed little
5-7
’ Later she will go to Concord. N. H.
The subject Sunday morning serv
island of concrete at Lincolnville, the
FOR SALB—Girls' key skates, size 10.
to visit her son Alfred W. Levensaler, ices at the Congregational Church will
four-year program does not include
In good condition—simply outgrown.
Mrs. Levensaler has planned to re be "The Power of Redemption.’’ In
TEL. 794-W.
5*7
another inch of concrete all the way
main away until May.
the evening Rev. Mr. Holt will speak
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; Junks,
from Camden to Calais!
Mrs. B. H. Keller had a thrilling on "Love Conquers Agony."
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
Here's another angle. The 1931
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
experience while driving home from
Rockland, Maine
Mrs. W. L. Stevens spent Wednes
program provides for 137.37 miles of
FOR SALE—Double runner pung. two
Rockland
Wednesday
afternoon. day in Rockland, guest of Mrs. Wil
road. Only 21.54 miles is to be of
seats,
one
ton
capacity,
a
bargain.
A.
P.
Approaching the hill at Mill river she liam Estabrook.
GRAY, Warren. Me.________________ 4*9
concrete! WTe are to go on building
BABY
CIIIX.
WYLLIE'S
STRAIN
S.
C.
stepped on the gas but the accelera
Paul Halligan. son of Mr. and Mrs.
mud roads on main trunk lines all
FOR SALE—Double house, large lot,
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
tor failed to work. The machine Michael Halligan, returned Sunday
over the State, roads we know from
state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 corner Park and Ulmer Sts. ERNEST C.
DAVIS.
2-7
turned around in the street and then from Rockland where he has been
per hundred, postpaid for March until
| past and present experience will not
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
started towards the river, but stopped making his grandparents a visit.
FOR SALE—Large house and lot on
stand the traffic, roads we know cost
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed. Camden St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
2-7
just hanging over the edge of the
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth and son
an average of $1250 per mile per year
F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston,
FOR SALE—Six room house and
bank. Men from a trolley car assist Pliilip were visitors Tuesday of Mrs.
Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
to maintain, roads that are unbear
1-tf garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
ed in getting the machine back into Herbert Kenniston.
able most of the year and impassable
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
the road.
S. C. R. I REDS—Baby chicks from Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
Miss Jane Kaler of Rockland was
the rest of the year, and for that
♦andard
utility
stock.
Maine
accredited.
Tel. 1080.
156-tf
A large delegation from the First guest of Mrs. W. L. Stevens Friday of
result we are to bond future genera
We use the Jamesway Incubator-hatcher,
New Classes Beginning Now
Baptist Church, Rockland attended last week.
FOR
SALE
—
Fox
and
rabbit
hounds,
famous
for
its
healthy,
husky
chicks.
tions! Mr. Dwinal says hasten that
the meeting at the Baptist Church
They make healthy, productive hens. 22c also some nice hound pups. Now Is the
Mr. and Mrs. John Connell and sons
result! What do you say? The
each; 500. 20c each; 1000 or more 18c time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glenhere Wednesday evening.
Day
and
Evening
Sessions
John and Joseph were called to Dur
153-tf
Highway Commission plan will get us
each. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
Grace Chapter, O.E.S. held its ham. N. II.. Sunday by the death of
13-42.
5-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
nowhere. Mr. Dwinal says hasten
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT
regular meeting Wednesday night, Henry Connell.
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
their plan, therefore, Mr. Dwinal's
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
with election of officers. With great
H. C. Moody of Belmont, Massplan means that we would merely get
estate.
and talk over my list If
Why suffer tortures from Rheu vou wishCome
reluctance the chapter accepted the spent the weekend with his sister,
Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
to buv. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
nowhere a little faster!
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu 375 Main St.. Tel. 77.
resignation of Miss Edith A. Lenfest. Mrs. H. I. Holt.
1-tf
I say we need to wake up. My idea
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
its able and devoted secretary for
15G-2-Ch-3-8
The Girls' Club of the Congrega
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
is to put that Highway Commission
when
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
many years. The result of the ballot: tional Church, under the tutelage ol
four-year program in a bag, together
prices, Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
Worthy matron, Ruth Perry: worthy Miss Adelaide Holt, have begun re ration. Shooting proceedeed steadily i with a S°od sized rock and toss I; learn Qf the death o{ Capt Elisha S.
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
METHYL BALM
airplane at 4 o'clock for the evening
patron, Charles Knights; associate hearsals on the three-act play "Pro
Maine.
1-tf
matron. Edna Young; associate pa fessor Pep." a comedy with vaudeville for nearly three years, with 18 °^*'b°ard' ,..ye "eed a brand n*w' Roberts which occurred Tuesday nodn session. It is of interest that Worthy will bring almost instant relief?
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
alone devoted
months alone
devoted to
to aviation
aviation P’an that Will get US somewhere. On u'Van.
13. just six days after the
the rienth
death Master Webster is also steward of
tron, S. Emerson Watts; secretary. acts between the scenes. It probably months
broiler
and
4
burners.
Used
very
little.
that basis I submit my plan.
A scientifically compounded ex
Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
Edna Hilt; treasurer, Cora Knights; will be given some time in February. and Zeppelin sequences.
c SUt. Highway CmmM
XS? « Pomona Grange and that Worthy ternal application that should be
Ben
Lyon
and
James
Hall,
prin

Secretary
Ames
is
a
past
Pomona
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7Va
conductress, Lena Delano; associate
Sunday morning at the Bap
in
every
home.
Sold
only
at
h. n «nd 2 h. p., ln good shape; also
urn,™. Wiley Pornm a. Camden master. The meeting was an enjoy
conductress , Leah Davis; finance tist Church the pastor will take lor cipal players in this stupendous It has some part, if not all ‘2?^
bianoard computing scales. W. F. TIB
of the |
committee , Dora Maxey, Emma his theme "Religion That Works." At drama of air-war, are supported in $8,000,000 bond Issue voted by the | last Saturday from Pleasant River able one, being joint installation ol
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
Johnston
’
s
Drug
Store
and
Megunticook
1-tf
Young, Charles Knights.
6 o’clock the Christian Endeavor will the feminine department by Jean people in 1929. It has $3,000,000 in I Grange were Worthy Master Curtis the Pomona
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Miss Alcada Hall, director of music be led by Vernon Packard, assisted by Harlow, a comparatively unknown auto registration fees, $4,500,000 in M. Webster and Worthy Steward Ken- Granges with Deputy H. H. Nash as Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
in the Thomaston schools, has organ a group of young people. The topic actress who appears in her first gas tax proceeds, at least $2,600,000 of ! neth R. Webster who went over on installing officer. The boys returned
• To Let
9
75 cents
the morning steamer, and Worthy home Sunday afternoon by plane
ized a Glee Club among the students at the regular evening service at 7 screen role in “Hell's Angels."
Federal Aid, the mill tax highway Secretary C. Meservey F. Ames by with Capt. Wincapaw in charge.
«2tf
TO
LET
—
A
few nice rents of the bet
Others
who
appear
in
the
roster
of
of the High School. Officers: Presi will be "Out To Win.”
fund of $750,000. also in all probability
ter class, new and all modern, plenty of
dent. Leona Williams; vice president.
Mrs. Chester Wyllie spent Monday players include John Darrow. Lucien the usual direct appropriation of
sunshine and fresh air. Furnished and
unfurnished. H. H. STOVER. Ill LimeElizabeth Woodcock; secretary. Paul in Rockland the guest of Mrs. A. J. Prival. Jane Winton. Evelyn Hall, $300,000. All of this money is going
Douglas Gilmore, Stephen Carr,
rock St. Tei. 1201._________________ 7^9
ine McLain; treasurer, Charlotte Nichols.
to be spent anyway; the only ques
Lena
Malena
and
Wyndham
Stand

TO LET—Six room apartment, all
Dyer; librarian, Janice Pillsbury;
tion is how.
Z
modern. D. L. McCARTY. Northend
ing.
assistant librarian. Evelyn Beckett;
drug
store.________________________ 6-8
My plan is to launch a big program ; g
Twenty substantial "ghosts" from
More than 20,000 extras were em
pianist. Elizabeth Creighton. Other
of concrete construction on main | e
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
the
C-host
Club
descended
upon
Miss
ployed
in
the
various
mob
scenes
of
members are Effie Johnson, Marian
ment. $22; 7-room tenement. $23.50.
trunk lines in 1931. Build right up 8
Both have gas and electricity. Very
Miller, Doris Wellman, Elizabeth Annie Starrett Monday evening to fa the picture. Total cost of "Hell's to the limit of the $2,600,000 of avail- 18
pleasantly located ln good neighborhood.
vor
that
young
iady
with
a
surprise
Angels"
approximates
$4,000,000.
Vinal, Evangeline Paquin, Alice
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel 577. 4-tf
able Federal Aid." In addition, we 8
party
for
which
they
are
famous.
A
The
largest
air-fleet
ever
assembled
Tuttle, Beverley Wellman, Phyllis
should make an effort to get more ; 8
TO LET—Modern 5-room house on
Belasco. Meetings are to be held pleasant social time was spent with except by governments, participated in Federal Aid than now allotted. ConBroadway place.
Apply ERNEST C.
games and stunts, pefreshments the picture. The aerial squadron
Monday afternoon.
DAVIS.
3-tf
were served.
comprised 87 planes, including more gress is still in session, and the pres- 8
• * « •
TO
LET
—
Five
room
apartment on
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brown of Cam than 40 true war-type ships. The ent disposition of the Federal Gov- I g
Talbot avenue. $16 per month, payable
George W. McDonald
in advance. No children. Apply FREE
den spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. air fleet included German Fokkers. ernment is to make additional appro- ' 8
MAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main St.. Rockland.
priations
now
as
emergency
measures
8
In the death of George W. McDon H. D. Sawyer.
British T. M.'s. S. E. 5's. Avors, De
Tel. 766-J.
•
2-7
redcve the present unemployment
ald, 44. at South Sanford Jan. 11
A number took advantage of the Havilands, Snipes, a German Gotha
Don
’
t
wait
until
next
summer
to
paint
that
furniture
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
bomber
and
a
Zeppelin.
and
P°
or
r
business
conditions.
«
another of the family of the late invitation extended by Rev. H. S. Kilmonth. V. F. STUDLEY, ’69 Park St.
A total of 137 pilots, and as many
Even if we don t get any additional B or room. Do it now! If you have heat in your house
Daniel McDonald of this town has born to attend the services at the Bap
Those rythmic clicks of Tel. 1080.
153-tf
mechanics,
were
employed
during
federal
Aid,
we
can
go
ahead
on
the
J
been removed. Mr. McDonald was tist Church in Thomaston Tuesday
TO LET—Six room house. 146 Limeyou can paint any time. Next summer you will want
our
presses
will
be
encored
the
18
months
filming
of
action
Federal
Aid
now
available,
and
lay
Z
rock St. Furnace, electric HghtS. flush
born in Thomaston where he gained evening.
to be motoring!
The pilots includ- down concrete all the way from Z
his education, graduating from the
Mrs. S. F. Haskell and daughter
later by the tinkle of the closet. No children. TEL. 819-W.148-tf
High School, class of 1904^ At one Madeleine spent the past weekend in ed every stunt flyer and ex-war-ace Brunswick via Bath, Rockland and 4
cash register. For The
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
in America. Thirty-five cinemato- Can'den to Bangor, and from Brun?- J
time he worked in a drug store in Lewiston.
Complete Paint Service!
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
Courier-Gazette printing COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
1-tf
Springvale where he became a reg
The students of the ifigh School are graphers, including 26 aerial camera- Z,IC : vla Augusta and Waterville to a
istered druggist He was married to taking the mid-term exams. Even in men, were required to film this great! Bangor and much more, and do it all Z
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
is
the
kind
that
produces
All
the
New
and
Wanted
Colors!
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
ln 1931- We have ample money to IA
Idclla Lowell of South Sanford and youth there is some fly in the oint picture.
1-tf
At the Oakland, Calif., airport the enab!e us to do it. Mr. Dwinal mis- ' A
sales. Experience proves it. Tel. 874-W.
had lived there lor 20 years. He was ment it seems.
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
“Hell's Angels" sky fleet was in action understood my plan and due to that A
a member of the Elks of Dover, N.
All modern improvements. Inquire at
for more than four months filming misunderstanding he told you my 5
H. A long illness was his and at the
Call 770
1-tf
12 ELM ST..
A DREAMER
mass air-battles in whifch 50 planes P an would create a deficit of over j A
time of his death he was in tile
| For The Courier-Gazette |
for
Estimates
participated simultaneously.
five million dollars. As explained in 2
Henrietta D. Goodall hospital. The They call me a dreamer—I only laugh.
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
The same lavish enterprise was detail in the Rockland Courier-Ga- , Z 406 Main Street
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
1-tf
funeral services were held Tuesday
For somehow it seems to me.
Rockland
displayed hi
in the
operations on terra zette 'n answer thereto, I pointed out
.
at the Hurd funeral home A brother I’ve always been that, yet happy I’ve ui.'-piajcu
inc upuauuua
. ih
.
that
mu
nlon
nertiiYrirt'I
mut-n
!
been.
firma. A charity ball in London at that my plan wouldnt cause a deficit 8
Henry McDonald of Thomaston was
A dreamer—why shouldn’t I be?
Miscellaneous
technicolor. °t one rcd PcnnyZ
war-time, screened in technicolor,
among those who attended
Mr. McDonald is sure 1 by a And what do I dream of when I'm all has been reproduced with more than
IF YOUR MODEL T FORD turns over
alone.
1,000 extras supplying background
widow, a sister Miss Margaret Mc
hard these cold mornings try the Winter
V1NALHAVEN
Of riches, of silver and gold?
Oil sold at BENNER’S FILLING STA
Donald, three brothers Clie PS c Perhaps, but not all—you see you don’t and atmosphere. Another 500 extras
TION. 343 Old County Rd. The result Is
know
appear in a costly German beer gar
and Henry McDonald ol Thou >ton
almost unbelievable. Ask those who
What makes up a true dreamer’s soul. den setting and the same number in
Moses Webster Lodge conferred the
and Arthur McDonald of New York
have used it.
*
6*8
Fellowcraft
degree
Tuesday
night
on
City. The bearers were four bio her I dream of the time—when will it come? French cafe scenes.—adv.
WATCHES AND CLOCKS repaired by
When
each
loves
everyone
else;
one
candidate.
8.
A
MACOMBER.
23
Amesbury
StElks from Dover.
When the true hand of friendship goes
Rockland. Me. Tel. 1158-W.
6*17
Henry Duncan, Mr. Cooper and Foy |
out to all
CAMDEN
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
Brown of North Haven were in town
And each one forgets himself.
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
STRAND THEATRE
Tuesday night to attend the meet
BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
155-11
I dream of the time when the good in all
ing of Moses Webster Lodge.
Everett,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lucius
nle your saws
men
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of
Will let no evil take part;
Leach of Camden, was knocked down
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME“Rain or Shine,” which for two
•vil will go—the good take Its place by an automobile in Boston this North Haven are guests of Mr. and
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
seasons broke all records for attend
A:, love reign supreme in man's heart.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
week. He was unconscious for some Mrs. Allston Roberts.
ance on Broadway, has been made
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St.
W. W. Wells was in town Saturday
call me a dreamer—I only laugh. time, but no bones were broken and
into a film by Columbia Pictures and Oh
Mall
orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
For. now my friend, don’t you see?
on a visit with his family at Lubec.
it is scheduled to play at the Strana I’ve
Tel. 519-J.
1-tf
a, vays been that, yet happy I’ve he received only minor injuries.
He
returned
Sunday
to
Saddleback
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Dean
are
spend

on Friday and Saturday. Joe Cook I
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
been
Light.
A die?-: —why shouldn’t I be?
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ing a few days in Portland.
who starred in the stage version
home news, at the Old South News
Clarence E. Madden. Jr.
Mrs. Ralph Clayter recently enterRev. and Mrs. Ralph Hayden have
plays his original role on the screen 1 Warren.
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
returned from a short stay in Port j tained friends at her home. Lunch
On the stage he scared one of the
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre
was served.
mont St.
greatest personal successes it is pos
land.
Mrs. Inez Conant is in Rockland,
Mrs. E. A. Robbins and daughter
sible for an actor to achieve.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Mrs. J. Riker Proctor, are in New guest of her sister, Mrs. Orrin Smith.
“Rain or Shine" was written by
home
news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
Mrs. John Macauley and son Earl
Orleans for a visit with relatives.
James Gleason, author of "Is Zat
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381*2 Con
gress St.
“Aunt Lucia" will be presented in who were in town to attend the
So,” "The Shannons of Broadway"
the Camden opera house March 19 funeral of the late Mrs. Addie Rob
and other popular stage and screen
and 20, under the auspices of the erts, went Saturday to Boothbay Harhits. The dialogue of this film of
When you're out-of-sorts, head American Legion Auxiliary.
I bor.
circus life follows most closely the
achy, dizzy, bilious, with coated
Mrs. Charles Burgess entertained , Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith left Wed
stage version.
had breath, no appetite or the W.C.T.U. this week and members nesday to spend the week in Augusta
The cast is of stellar proportions, tongue,—don't
An Ad. In These
worry. It's probably of West Rockport Union were guests, i
ller husband who is Represenincluding such personalities as energy
constipation.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Robinson are \ tative to the Legislature. She was
Louise Fazenda, Joan Peers, William
Take a candy Casearet tonight and
Columns Will Sell
Collier, Jr., Alan Roscoe. Adolph see how quickly your trouble clears moving into the Murphy rent on Sea accompanied by their daughter
’
! Nathalie.
Milar and Clarence Muse. -adv.
up. No more headache; no gas en street.
Seaside Chapter met Monday eveMrs. Walker Fifield is employed at
Anything From a
stomach or bowels. Appetite im
proves; digestion is encouraged. Take ning and these officers were elected: the electric light office.
PARISIAN BEAUTY
another tomorrow night and the next Worthy matron, Doris Sylvester; i Leland Roberts of Maplewood, N. J.,
Needle to an Anchor.
OPEN
OPEN
■ night. Get every bit of the souring worthy patron . Henry Pendleton, t was *n town the past week to attend
SALON
EVENINGS
EVENINGS
waste out of your system. Then sec associate matron. Alice Burkett; | the funeral services of Mrs. Elisha
What Do You Want
Complete Beauty System
how bowel action is regular and com associate patron, Benjamin Burkett; Roberts. While here he was the guest
17
PARK
STREET
ROCKLAND
Fredericks Permanent Waving and plete.
secretary, Louise Walker; treasurer, of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts. I
MIKF. ARMATA, Prop.
Annual installation of officers of
Rewaving
Caeca rets are made from easeara, Myrtle Sherman; conductress, Lillian
to Sell ?
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND which doctors agree m-lujilly slrenylh- (T.irk; associate conductress, Gladys Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., u 1 lake I
nm buuil mwles. Ten cents at all Hitching. The installation will be place next Monday evening.
Phone 89S
The community was saddened to I
i held Feb. 2.
i
........
150tI I drug stores.

20 Pounds of Fat

Serious Business
of PRICE

In Fall Suits

EASTERN!

$19.75

$19.75

Gregory’s Prices on the Neiv
Models Are Easy to Pay

Silk and Wool Hose
Men’s Shirts
Ladies’ Hose
Men’s Overalls

39c
95c
39c
98c

GREGORY’S

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

PAINT NOW !
With The Easily Applied

Quick Drying Enamels

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

-Ap*

Ihe Courier- Gazette

THE MEN’S SHOP

lOtli ANNIVERSARY SALE
NOW GOING ON

The Newest ;n Men’s Quality Clothing and Furnishings Selling At

Upset Not Serious If
Bowels Get This Help

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

SHATTERED PRICES!

MEN’S
SUITS
$9.67

MEN’S
Overcoats
$10.67

Fleecelined
Unionsuits
87c

SILK
TIES
37c

THE MEN’S SHOP

ARROW
SHIRTS
97c

.

L»cry-O;her-Day

Pa^c ?f-—>
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Society

| Pianes, Pilots f

i
In addition to personal notes regarding | Mrs. Earl Miller and daughter ! 4>
departures and arrivals, this department Rarhara .vhn havp bppn _,lpsts nf
especially desires information of social(“aroara wno nave neen guests oi T
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes relatives and friends for several
mal1 or telephone will be gladly weeks have returned to their home t
received.
in Detroit.
TELEPHONE
770 or 794-W

_. Mrs.-v.H. P. Blodgett, entertained the
Uooevik Club Tuesday afternoon at
her home on Talbot avenue, with 10
members present. It was voted to
donate $10 to Supt. E. L. Toner to be
used for school lunches at the MeLain School; also to furnish a bag of
flour and 25 pounds of sugar for a
local charity purpose. Sewing was
done for Miss Corbett, and refresh
ments were served by the hostess.

—and—
L*

assengers

Chapin Class is sponsShng a muslcale to be given at the home of Mrs.
David Taibot, Talbot avenue, Tues| cla.y evening, Jan. 27. The committees in charge are: Program, Miss
, Mabel F. Lamb and Mrs. Faith G.
j Berry; seating, Mrs. Ella S. Bird;
refreshments, Miss Alice . Fuller;
tickets, Mrs. Leola Wiggin.

Another record has been estab
lished by a Rockland flier. The Bos
ton-Rockland trip was made by Pilot
Bean last Friday in 68 minutes with
the J-6 Cessna. Cap'n Bill had been
down there overnight on business,
and leaving there about 10 o'clock he
and Bean took off in a tail wind that
hustled them up here in record time.
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Flynn of Ma- The former record of 75 minutes was
“Stan”
chiasport are guests of Mr. and Mrs. held by “Stan" Boynton.
will have to look to his laurels around
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot John G. Snow, Orange street for the these parts. This man Bean has
and Mrs. Talbot's parents, Mr. and winter.
hung up some marks along the Atlan
Mrs. E. Murray Graham, of Portland,
The Congregational Woman's Asso tic Coast that ought to stand until
leave today to spend six weeks in
ciation held an all-day session yes someone gets a high wind on the
Florida.
terday in the church parlors for re tail to boost him along at better than
200 miles an hour. He holds the
Mrs. Harold Allen entertained at lief sewing. The noonday luncheon record for the trip from Newark to
dinner and bridge Tuesday evening was in charge of Mrs. A. H. Jones Portland, 315 miles, with a time of |
at her home in Camden, with these and Miss Charlotte Buffum.
110 minutes, made in the same plane
guests: Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear,
and when he took delivery of it at
The student nurses of Knox Hos Boston he started out in half a gale
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Miss Alcada
Hall, Mrs. Harold Cross, Mrs. Bertha pital, and guests had a jolly social that kept everything else on the
Ludwig, Miss Margaret Flanagan and gathering Friday evening at the Wil ground and made the 100 miles to
Mrs. Nat Talbot of Camden. The liam Bok Memorial Home for Nurses, Portland in 30 minutes, 42 seconds.
table appointments of rose glass, with dancing to the strains of So from Newark to Rockland he has
with a centerpiece of rose and blue Marsh's Orchestra.
this country lined with records.
flowers, were very lovely. Honors in
Someone attempted to lower the time
bridge were won by Miss Flanagan,
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor was of the Boston-Portland run in a
Mrs. Spear and Mrs. Wentworth.
the guest Tuesday of his mother, Mrs. Wasp powered Lockheed, but fell
Harriet Orbeton, Chestnut street, short of it by four minutes.
Mrs. A. A. Fales and Mrs. Lura while in the city on business.
» « « »
Falcs of Somerville, Mass., are at
Sunday was a day of gloom for
Hotel Ritz, St. Petersburg, Fla. for the
Chapin Class was entertained Cap'n Bill. He got word about 2
remainder of the winter.
Tuesday evening by Miss Ellen J. p. m. that Stan Boynton had tried
'
,
. „ . Cochran at her apartment in The to balance the Cessna on its nose on
The program on "French Music to Bicknell. The 16 members present the ice up at Bangor but the prop
be presented at the Rubinstein Club
sewjng for Knox Hospital, after got in the way and when her tail
tomorrow afternoon m the Conre- wbicb there was bridge.
finally was lowered by the united ef
gational vestry at 2.15 is under the |
___
forts of 18 or 20 men and boys the
direction of Mrs. Hazel Atwood.
Mrs. John M. Richardson enter prop tips were curled up in a very
ornamental but somewhat unaerodyMiss Adelaide Trafton and Miss tained the T.H.E. Club Monday eve namic curve. The three U. of M.
Sally Dyer entertained at a bridge ning at her home on Granite street, students were very appreciative of i
luncheon Monday evening at Miss with honors falling to Mrs. C. E. Stan's efforts to entertain them with '
Trafton's home on Crescent street. Gilley. Mrs. Fred T. Veazie and Mrs. this stunt and apparently felt that'
Honors were won by Mrs. Russell John Ranlett 3d.
he should charge something extra for
Davis. John A. Snow, Mrs. Snow and
Mrs. L. R. Smith of Vinalhaven the final flourish, but Stan refused j
Mr. Davis.
money.
has been the guest of her uncle, E. their
Bill had not recovered from this |
Mrs. Harold Coombs entertained at Mont Perry, enroute to Portland news before Johnny Snow telephoned ;
dinner Sunday night as a birthday j where she will spend the winter.
that the Travel Air had crumpled the
observance for Ernest Gamage.
left ski mount, rendering it useless j
Mrs.
Frank
Clark,
Ocean
street,
There were 12 covers.
for the rest of the day. This pro-1
as hostess to the Thimble Club vided the Bangor Daily News with a j
Mrs. Leonard Hall, Center street Monday evening.
very sensational picture as the plane j
was hostess to the Knoweachother
was keeled way over on her left side:
Club Monday afternoon, with 13
The Thomaston Nursing Associa when it finally came to rest, but this ’
present.
tion is having a public card party to seemed small comfort to Bill. The '
morrow evening in the assembly hall truth is that it was due to very1
The Junior Y.P.C.U. is to hold a of Thomaston High School, with this pretty handling of the ship that it|
jolly social tomorrow evening in the committee in charge: Mrs. J. Walter was not even scratched anywhere but |
Universalist vestry from 7.30 to 9. strout, Mrs. Marie B. Singer. Mrs. on the ski mount. Bean noticed that ■
With Mrs. E. W. Pike and Mrs. Percy Frank D. Elliot, Mrs. A. W. Peabody. something had happened to the
McPhee in charge, Members may Miss Elizabeth Washburn, Miss mount on the takeoff, by its appear
invite guests.
Katherine T. Winn and Miss Mary ance in the air, so when he came to
McPhail.
land he held that ski off with his left
Browne Club meets tomorrow eve
aileron, bringing her down on the'
ning in the First Baptist parlors. , Mrs. Bessie Norton of Castine who right ski and making almost the en-'
with Misses Thelma Russell and has been in the city called by the tire run on that until his airspeed
Helen Libby as hostesses. A quilt death of her mother, Mrs. Alvin J. was so low that the left wing no |
will be tacked.
Babbidge, guest of her sister Mrs. longer had sufficient lift to hold the
Perley Bartlett, returned home yes left ski off. Then the plane settled |
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Prescott, terday.
down and swung around sharply to (
Chestnut street, entertained at
the left.
luncheon Tuesday evening, with
» » # «
Laurence McAuliffe returned to
cards, games and sewing in the eve
Saturday Jerry Smead was called
New
York
Saturday
after
spending
ning.
the holidays with his parents, Mr. over to Stonington on a hurry call to
take William Martin to the hospital'
Miss Gladys Blethen was hostess and Mrs. P. McAuliffe, Water street. at Bluehill. Unfortunately the plane ,
to "the crowd” last evening after at
service proved ineffectual in saving
Edwin Kendrick and Donald Ward Mr. Martin's life, and Tuesday Smead
tending a performance of "Min and
are
enjoying
a
trip
through
the
Bill” at the Strand.
was sent over to Stonington on the
Southern States. Their address at unusual errand of carrying a plane
present
is
Lake
Worth,
Fla.
Mrs. E. A. Smalley has returned to
load of flowers for the funeral.
her home in Vinalhaven after a
• * • •
Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained at
Rockland visit.
Stan Boynton left Tuesday from
luncheon and bridge yesterday after Boston on a trip that will take in
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton entertained noon at her home on Masonic street. Buffalo and Detroit. His passenger
the Wawenock Club Monday evening, A color scheme oi. orchid and green is an official of some aviation com
the attendance being somewhat de- was carried out very effectively in pany who is visiting those cities on
pletcd owing to the difficult walking.\ the table appointments, with green business.
Response to the roll call was made I glassware and orchid sweet peas as
• * ♦ •
by
quotations
from
President the dominant features. There were
Cap’n Bill drove down to Port
Hoover’s vzritings, and Mrs. Fanny three tables, honors being won by land Wednesday on business. It is
Norton presented a very interesting Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. Ray Eaton, not known just what the business
paper on “A Side Trip to Australia.” Mrs. John Clayter of Camden, and consisted of. but indications point to
The meeting next Monday evening Mrs. A. R. Havener.
an extension of activity here in the
will be with Mrs. Leila Benner. Pleas
way of regular commercial flying.
• * • »
The Shakespeare Society met at
ant street.
the home of Mrs. Clara Rounds,
Frank LePage of Millinocket, a
The BPW Club gives another of its Beech street, Monday evening, with former student and employe at this
popular bridge parties this evening 21 members present. Response to port, has just purchased a Hissoat the rooms, with Mrs. A. L. Har the roll call was made by quotations powered Waco at the Dennison Air
from “Julius Caesar.” With Miss port in Massachusetts, which he in
mon as hostess.
Ellen J. Cochran as leader, Act. V. of tends using for commercial flying
Mrs. W. H. Anderson. Arthur Me- "Julius Caesar” was read. Mrs around his home town.
Curdy, Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs. Lil- Elizabeth Otis presented an interest• * * •
lian McRae and Mrs. Olive Sylvester ing papCr on "The Roman Law,” and
Report reaches me from Sturgis,
carried off the honors in bridge at Miss Alice Erskine read an article on Michigan that a son was born to Mr.
the party given Tuesday evening by "Julius Caesar.” A paper on "The and Mrs. Gerald Smead. The local
the Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet- Four Principal Characters—Brutus, paper had it that both mother and
erans, with Mrs. Delia York in Cassius. Julius Caesar and Mark son were “reported to be prospering”
charge. There were five tables in , Antony,” written in a comprehensive at the hospital. Jerry was heartened
play
I manner, was presented by Miss visibly at this welcome news and
----Maude Smith. The Society is to hold though he has said nothing about it
Mrs. Raymond Watson was ten-1 an open meeting Monday evening, to anyone he is evidently consider
dered a birthday party Monday eve- Jan. 26, at the Copper Kettle.
ing spending the rest of the winter
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E
-----------------in said hospital.
A Dean at The Highlands, with Mrs. i Free votes for Miss Knox County
Dean, Miss Verna Watson and Mrs. will be given with each round at the
Janice, five-year old daughter of
Dana' Gilmore as hostesses. Mrs. Fireproof golf course every evening Mr. and Mrs. Grover C. Wotton of
Watson received many nice gifts, beginning tonight and 1000 votes to Owl's Head, was hostess to six little
among which were three birthday low score man and 1000 votes to low friends Saturday afternoon.
Ice
cakes made by Mrs. Dean. Miss Wat-' woman’s score will also be given cream, candy and a birthday cake
son and Mrs. C. A. Creighton of , every night.—adv.
were served. The hostess received
Thomaston. Games and music were
-----------------several nice gifts. Those present
enjoyed. Despite his ever repeated
were Lucille Ware, Marion Scammon,
MICKIE SAYSphrase of “It’s a hard struggle," it
) Josephine Buckminster, Perry Margwas noted that Mr. Dean obeyed
erson, Neal Farrell, Jr.. Foster Far
with alacrity the summons in the
rell and Janice Wotton.
OUR AAASIT7OM IS TO PRltjT
ever-popular game of "postoffice.” I
' AS MALY AJAMES AS POSSIBLE
Sandwiches, ice cream, cake, apples j
Foreman: “Send in young Clancy.
IN EVERY ISSUE, AMP OUR
and candy were served. Those pres
11 saw him smoking on a load of
StOQAN IS,"EVERY REAPER A
ent were Mrs. Nestor Brown and son j
j powder a while ago, and I'm going to
REPORTER.” WE WANT TO
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers, 1
fire him.”
PRIMT
-rue
(JEWS
ABOUT
YOU
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean and chil
Rafferty: "Well, sorr, here's part
ANP
YOURS
«•
WILL
YOU
HELP
dren Kathleen, Katherine, Gwendo- i
, of his hat.”
US,
BY
PASS
IMSIT
OU
lyn and Arthur, Miss Norah Taylor.
TO US’Miss Margaret Hutchinson, Misses
Irene and Marian Weymouth, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Dean. Raymond Watsoh and son Maynard and Mr. and
j
If your skin is yellow—complexion
Mrs. Leo LaCourse and children.
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor
Donald and Thelma. Mr. and Mrs. I
—you have a bad taste in your mouth
Vertner Beckett and Miss Verna
—a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
Watson of Thomaston.
,
try Olive Tablets.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—a sub
A <
stitute for calomel—were prepared by
a
; Dr. Edwards after 20 years of study.
I wish to enter Miss
Olive Tablets are a purely vege
table compound. Know them by their
........................... as a candidate
' olive color.
J
To have a clear, pink skin, bright
for Miss Knox County. Her ad
eyes, no pimples, a feeling of buoy■ ancy like childhood days, you must
: get at the cause.
dress is ................................ «.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act on
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
Rockland, Maine. Tel..............t.
have no dangerous after effects.
Mail coupons to K. P. Moran,
They start the bile and help over
45 Broad St., Rockland, Maine,
come constipation. Take nightly and
note the pleasing results. Millions of
by Jan. 19, 1931.
boxes sold yearly. 15c, 30c, bOc.
3 ***&&&&?.

HAVE COLOR IN CHEEKS

I

1’

HIGH

NOW ON!
MEN’S

MEN’S RUBBERS
Medium Toes

89c
LADIES’ RUBBERS

hw uta ui pat orr.

Low Heels

Shoes

79c

All Good Styles, But Odd Sizes

LADIES’
FELT SLIPPERS

3.95 and
4.95

Blue, Brown and Rose

69c, 79c

Some Black, Some Brown

SPECIAL!

2.98

BROKEN SIZES LADIES’ NOVELTY SHOES
"SbC !o 8—AA to E—Patent and Brown

BABIES’ SHOES

A FEW PAIRS OF

MEN’S SLIPPERS
Sizes 6 and 7
1.50 Value

98c

Women’s
High Black Jersey
Overshoes
Slide Fasteners
Medium Heels
4.00 and 5.00 Values

MEN’S OXFORDS
5.00 and 7.00 retailers
Brown or Black

l our Buckles

1.98 and 2.98

Medium Heel

Some Real Values!

1.00

Sizes 4 (o 9—Widths AAA to It
Come In and Get a Real Fit!

First Quality

First Quality

“Ball Band”
LEATHER TOPS

Women’s Jersey
GALOSHES

FOR BOYS
Sizes 4, 5 and C
Kcal 5.C0 Value!
SPECIAL

Sizes To Fit Any Shoes
Brown or Black
Regular 2.50 and 3.50
NOW

2.98

1.39 and 1.89

CHILDREN’S
HIGH SHOES
Black or Tan
Extension Soles

1.19

These are only a few of the extra specials we have in the January Sale. Come in and see the best values ever
offered in first quality footwear

.

EAL VALUE!

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Chisholm Brothers, Proprietors

fyafa-Qvcr

Sign

1 the joke tree in I.O.O.F. hall Thurs-' omitted from the items of the Jan.
day evening. Sandwiches and coffee 13 issue of this paper,
Alvaro Olson has returned from a were served.
Capt. Samuel Lowe has bought the
two weeks' visit with friends in Bos
Clarence Rawley has a new electric Sumner house on School street which
ton .
radio.
he has rented the past few years.
Miss Edith Maloney spent a few
No serious accidents have hap- Mrs. Cushing of Thomaston was
days ln Friendship recently as guest pened but several of the townspeople the owner,
of her aunt Mrs. Burgess Simmons have fallen on the slippery side
Charles Hathorn who has employ
and family.
walks.
ment here, and is at present living
Almon Burns butchered a cow for
The name of John Reid who was with his mother Mrs. Lydia Hathorn
M. J. Maloney recently.
elected associate patron of Naomi spdnt the weekend with his family
Eggs are now selling for 28 cents Chapter, O.E.S.. was accidentally in Waltham, Mass.
a dozen, the cheapest price known
for many years at this time of year.
Mr. and Mrs, Stanley Miller of
Thomaston, who have been quaran
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
tined while their two sons Howard
and Russell were ill with scarlatina,
are now out from quarantine, since
last Thursday, and were at the home
of her parents Sunday.
The McKay Radio station which
was erected here last year, and which
was hoped would prove an acquisi-1
tion to the town, is fast becoming
the subject of much discussion, not
only in this town but also in St.
George, from the fact that it has al
most entirely eliminated many re
ceiving sets, which were the chief
enjoyment of the home. The recep
tion is greatly interfered with for a
radius of several miles bringing com-,
plaints from every side.
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid was in
Friendship Monday to receive treat
ment for her arm from Dr. Hahn.
She is now’ improving.
R. O. Elliot and Mr. Shorey of _
Thomaston were at the Elliot farm ,
over the weekend.
Miss Elsie Seppala of East Friend
ship is at the home of Mrs. Fannie
Freeman.
Mrs. Alice Hart has had her ice cut
and stored. Olson brothers and H L.
Killeran did the W’ork.
Shows
TENANT’S HARBOR
at 2.00
Eureka Lodge. F. & A. M.. will
6.30, 8.30
work the Entered Apprentice degree
Saturday
on two candidates Saturday evening
Continuous
A Publix Theatre
at 8 o'clock.
2.00 io 10.70
Home of
Work is progressing rapidly on
Paramount Pictures
Henry Lowell's new house.
Tel. 892
There was a good attendance at

432 Main Street, Rockland

CUSHING

FRI.-SAT.

Tense with action
Tingling

excitement

A Mystery Thriller from the pen of the greatest of all
mys'.ery writers—E. Phillips Oppenheim.

LION
COMEDY

with
WALTER BYRON
CARMEL MYERS
RAYMOND
HATTON'

NEWS

A Publix Theatre

Added

‘INDIANS ARE
COMING"

Watch For
The
Royal Family

Home of
Paramount Pictures

Now Flaying
“COHENS AND
KELLYS IN
AFRICA”

Watch For
The
Ro al Family

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

r-. i

Every-0 ther-Day
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THE MARKET BASKET

’TWAS BRIGGS’ IDEA

1

&

'AHDERhRK

And Free Mail Delivery
Which Began With 685
Carriers Now Has 53,793

Her Work Vas
JLJ.
Done
Dunlap

U. S. Bureau of Economics
Gives Hints For Period
When Every Cent Counts

| A plan to make every cent spent ■
The sixty-seventh anniversary of
I for food count in preventing malnu
free mail delivery in the United1
trition and In maintaining health
States has passed without public
The old form had on awful lob
has been developed by the bureau oi j
celebration, although the date is a j
For women-folks ho do;
[ Home Economics of the U. S. De- 1
significant one in the history of gov
No matter how Ma managed things,
J partment of Agriculture for the ,
ernment service.
Her work was never through.
1 President’s Emergency Committee
Early in the history of the Repub
for Employment. This food plan or
lic the appointment of letter carriers !
guide
is designed, primarily, to help
was authorized by Congress. They
families with low incomes, according
were permitted to be employed at
And left a wreck oenina.
to the announcement made by Dr.
other criminals, for they do not want any such postofflees as the Post-1
The Magic Valley of Texas.
Lillian M. Gilbreth, chairman of the I
master General might designate, and
A baby with a throbbing tooth.
Permit me to introduce “The the police raiding the camp.
Woman's Division of the Committee.
for the delivery of each letter fthe j
Would always rues ond fret,
“This
winter
many
families
Jungle." I first becaWie aco.uainted
carrier received two cents. This law
When
springtime
come
with
rugs
to
beat
There
are
numerous
packing
sheds
throughout the country are confront
with this place less than 24 hours neai and many of the men work long was re-enacted with minor modifica
And clucking hens to set;
1
ed with the problem of getting a j
ago. I have written about the enough to buy food, tobacco, and tions in 1810, 1825, 1836 and 1851
And weekly wasn-doy rolled around
satisfactory food supply with very
And days of ironing, too,
blackbirds that winter here, and you other little things, and then they, The act of 1836 required carriers to
little ready cash,” says Doctor Gil
And if she paused to rest at oil.
p. cbably already know of the rook are on their way. Each camper eats \ bive bond and allowed them a fee of
breth. "Our immediate relief neces
Shed
patch
a
shirt
or
two.
individually
from
tlie
odds
and
endsk
two
cents
each
for
every
letter
colsity is no longer conservation. What
ery the crows have a few miles out
salvaged from the fruit and vegeta-1 lected and one cent for each newswe need to know now is how to spend
side of Baltimore, in Maryland. b!e packing sheds—and that includes' paper delivered,
The bards too long have paused to place
money wisely for food.”
“The chaplet on the brow,
Crows from al! eastern United States about everything except meat, bread
Joseph William Briggs, a window
Dr. Gilbreth has appealed to the |
And sung the praises of the man
and Canada, thousands of them, and butter. These they buy with delivery clerk in the postoffice in
[women of the country, and to the |
Behind the sturdy plow.
money
earned
getting
the
cars
loadCleveland,
is
given
credit
for
having
[ many organizations that worked
hold winter convention there.
"The time has come to reffWuze
ed and readv for the trip north.
conceived the idea and put into ef| with Mr. Hoover on food during the
You have all heard that many
The
value
ond
the
charm
The committee on sanitation se- f«*
free delivery service now enwar period to rally and meet the de- [
vagabonds, vagrants, hoboes and lects Sunday as laundry day, and ioyed in one way or another by every
Or her who fed the hungry men
] mands of this new problem that j
tramps seek the South during the shirts, socks, and pants that have citizen of the United States. Briggs
And chickens on the form.
[ faces the Nation. "Our food stand
cold winter months, and those of you seen bette- days, are seen thrown worked out a plan of mail delivery
ards.” she says, “must not be lowered
who have lived in ’Florida' probably over mesquite brush, drying in the and collection and with the co-op
or adults will suffer and the children
thought that they all centered there. sun.
eration of the postmaster in Cleve
j may be handicapped for life.”
Yesterday it was brought to my at
The Jungle was very interesting. land. he acted as the first letter car
“Because of the drought there is '
tention that many of these wander The
men were cordial, did not resent rier in that city.
less than the usual reserve of home
ers know the Magic Valley very well. cur intrusion at all, and I found
In recognition of his special in
i produced foods and in many rural
In some way they have learned many of them verv well educated. terest in the service and his success
sections practically everything must
that there is good eating around re Two
of them spoke English with an I in the undertaking, the Postmaster
j be bought,” she states. “In periods.
frigerator car yards, at railroad Oxford accent that could not be mis-I Genetal appointed him special agent
| such as we are experiencing now. tiie
junctions, where these cars are pre taken
for the installation of city free dedanger is that lack of funds will re- j
pared and cleaned for loading. A
I am certain thev were college men , livery service throughout the coun; suit in a diet which is not properly
refrigerator car is just as useful in althougli I did not mention it as all try. « work which took him six years
J balanced from the standpoint of
winter as in summer. They load recollections of the past are barred I to complete. Briggs also designed
! health. For this reason the Presithem with fruit here, and because duting such visits. These men want j the first carrier uniform. He died in
[ dent’s Emergency Committee for Emo* their construction, the tempera to forget the past. Life is a hard Cleveland in 1872 and the Ohio Sot ployment asked the Bureau of Home
ture in the car is kept the same stiuggle. Ed Dean was right again. ciety of New York erected a tablet
[ Economics to work out an adequate
tmoughout the trip, winter and
to his memory in the Cleveland posti diet at the lowest possible cost."
summer, and the fruit does not freeze
office
in
1921.
The following food guide has been
must study their ways for years with
My tongue has been hanging out
if it happens to get to Boston on a
A
GREAT
MYSTERY
The plan which had been worked
out actually knowing all their habits. tested thoroughly by the bureau, and
day when the thermometer is 10 be for spme of that raw sauerkraut that out by Briggs was submitted to Con
XI
.
,
-p,
I am taking it for granted that the diet outlined will prove adequate
low zero. The car protects the fruit Ed makes and that you folks enjoy gress in a recommendation of Post T
from heat in summer and from cold up there. We cannot get it here. master General Montgomery Blair in I o [Nature Lovers ls 1 nat everv reader of this newspaper has from the standpoint of thrift as well
as health. The bureau will also offer
in winter. Mr. Weary Willie from It won’t keep in this hot climate. his report for the fiscal year 1862.
Which Has To Do With
weekly articles dealing wi,th food
Waterhouse. Walla Walla, and Mr. No store carries it. They carry the Blair wrote:
usually travel in a V-shaped forma news. In these articles the food
Migration
of
Birds.
Paregoric Pete understand all this canned sauerkraut, and that is
“I recommend that the charge
tion? Ls lt really because the oldest guide will be applied to families of
cooked a little. It is the real old
and make use of it.
upon local <or drop) letters be made
One of the greatest mysteries of and wisest of the flock tells them to, differing sizes. The articles will out
Near here, at the junction of the raw article that brings back fond uniform at the prepaid rate of two
Missouri Pacific and the Southern recollections—but there is no chance. cents, and that all prepaid mail and nature is that of bird migration. It or is it a habit coming down through line the kinds and quantities of foods
required, and, where practicable,
Pacific railways, is the city of Har I am too far away. And distance local letters shall be delivered and is something which no one can ac the centuries?
I ve often wondered at the various prices will be quoted.
lingen, and the freight yards where does not lend enchantment in this collected without charge by the car
tually explain. Why is it that certain “meetings" of crows during the fall
Most of the foods shown are
these cars are prepared is just out case.
riers. they being paid by salaries. species of birds leave their winter months. There will be hundreds of what are known as staples, so, with
side the city limits. And right here
This
will
prepay
and
transfer
the
One more thing you have to be
homes in the southern part of the them congregated in a small place the exception of meat, the price fluc
is located the winter convention
carriers charge from mail to local
camp of the hoboes that feature this thankful for this new year, and that letters in effect, greatly accelerate southern hemisphere and migrate to and they will caw, caw, for hours tuation throughout the country is
section. They have named this is theatre prices there. You see the deliveries and promote the public the cold, bleak barren ice-fields with- with apparently nothing to actually not especially great. The bureau will
in the Arctic Circle to nest and rear alarm them. They seem to be excit- suggest, from time to time, new and
camp ‘The Jungle.” And far and very newest pictures, the best pic convenience."
their young?
I ec1 bv their own thoughts, and will attractive ways to prepare the simple
near through the Rocky Mountain tures that are produced, and you see
And then, what enables them to be first on the ground and then in foods in order to offset monotony.
states, the Jungle is knowm to all them as soon as people ln Portland.
The free delivery ot mail began make the journey each spring from the air. Is that meeting called for
Bangor. Augusta, or Waterville.
Family Food Guide
these wanderers.
Your prices for seats there are one- July 1. 1863. The act of Congress the south to the north, and then re t'ne purpose of deciding when to
Every meal—Milk for children,
• •8- <$> ♦
half what we have to pay here. And under which it was put into effect turn in the fall to their winter home leave on the annual trip to the
bread for all.
A retired judge from Indiana, win- they are much less for you there fixed the annual salary of a letter in the land of sunshine? Why is it scuth? That is a difficult question
Every day—Cereal in porridge
to
answer.
Furthermore,
why
do
tering here for his health, told me of than wT.at other people pay in some i carrier at $800 as the minimum with that a robin will land in your dooror puddings.
a maximum of $5,000 a year. It per yard each spring When there are some crows stay here in Maine durthis place, and w’e motored out there parts of the State of Maine.
Potatoes.
in?
the
winter
while
the
majority
of
The reason for the high prices here mitted the establishment of the serv- thousands of other dooryards for him
in his Chrysler roadster, I inter
Tomatoes (or oranges) for
their
kin
fly
thousands
of
miles
to
viewed some of the delegates. There is not because we are a long wav ’ ice at offices where the income from to land, nest and breed. How can
children.
a
wanner
climate?
are about 50 in the camp now. and from a “key city.” with heavy ship- postage on local letters should yield they wing their way over thousands
A green or yellow vegetable.
The mystery of bird migration
they go and come, depending on the ping charges, but because we have a sum more than sufficient to pay all of miles of farms, towns, cities, ponds,
A fruit or additional vegetable.
lakes, streams and mountains, and makes the subject all the more Inweather and their route. Some stay two comparatively new, modern, the the expenses of the carrier system.
Two to four times a week
With the inauguration of the serv yet tell exactly where they were born
resting to those who love the outall winter. Wayfarers meet here atres, with the newest systems of
Tomatoes for all.
from all corners of the earth. One w-ashed air, ventilation, cooling and ice nine cities were selected for the and reared. Truly, bird migration is doors. If we can learn, from time Jo
Dried beans and peas or pea
ime, a few real facts about the
was from Cuba, another from Cen heating apparatus. These things are tryout — Boston. Baltimore, Brook a mystery that is not easily solved.
nuts.
expensive, and some one has to pay lyn, Cincinnati, Cleveland. New York.
tra! America; one from Canada.
Why is it that some species migrate .tbits of the various species, then
Eggs (especially for chil
We were told that word had been the fiddler, and also the interest on ’ Philadelphia, St. Louis and Washing- at night, while others migrate boldly ye are satisfied.—Henry Milliken in
dren).
the Bangor Daily News
received, through a new arrival, that the investment, which the boys call ton. Later it was extended to em by day?
Lean meat, fish or poultry, or
Bill Bickum, 83-year-old traveler, the overhead in most lines of busi brace 66 cities, with the employment
Some men tell us that these birds
cheese.
was on the way to make his second ness, but which all show people call of 685 carriers, and this service migrate solely for the purpose of ob
Simple Meals .Are Best
cost the Government a total of taining food, and have been doing so
visit to the Magic Valley Jungle. He “the nut."
Families with limited incomes, as
Because we are in a climate where $317,061.22.
said the last time he was here there
for centuries. It has become a habit
a rule, do not need to be reminded
From a start of 685 carriers in 66 and year after year they come back
was no prohibition, and that the city the thermometer runs up to 96 for
that simple meals are always best,
a part of the year, modern refriger- cities figures of the Postoffice De- to the same place. Yet. can anyone
of Harlingen boasted of 16 saloons.
says the Bureau of Home Economic:.
A committee rules the camp, and atii'.g systems have to he installed partment show that on June 1, 1930, explain why birds will leave the
Science tells us
When the income is small most adults
there are many rules and regula when the buildings are built. And there were employed 53,793 letter southern hemisphere in the spring,
as well as children will find their
tiiat ^weets are
tions. Each newcomer must perform because the thermomster drops carriers in 3,050 free delivery cities where food is plentiful, to fly thou
appetites are satisfied with an
the clean-up duties around the camp down to 50 and 40 during the winter and they were being paid in salaries sands of miles into a region that is
abundance of a few foods rather
until he has been there 24 hours- months, heat is necessary. So you together with the substitutes em bleak and barren?
energy
foods.
than a little bit of several things.
then he is automatically eliminated, see they get it going and coming— ployed, the total of $126,425,000.
Another tiling connected with mi
You can follow your family food
Legislation enacted by Congress in gration is: How do birds know when
and the camp stays as it is until and the nut or the overhead has to
So next time you
guide, the bureau advises, if you serve
be paid for by the people who buy 1873 restricted the free delivery serv to leave for their summer or winter
some newcomer arrives.
meat or fish three or four times a
They even have a “crumb" com seats to see the shows. The shows ice to cities of not less than 20.000 home? And why do the maiority of
go Shopping carry a
week as the main dish for dinner.
mittee. which investigates each new are no better than they are up there, within the delivery of the postofflee. one species come and go at the .une
Other days you may choose cheese,
comer to prevent the spread of lice. but the theatres are larger and new The next year the minimum popula time? We find ourselves in a hope!- s
tew pieces ofcandw^
baked beans or a thick pea or bean
They have a law and order com er, and you pay just twice as much tion was placed at 30.000. The act tangle of mystery when we delve into
stew.
of Feb. 21, T879, provided that letter the cause of their migration.
mittee, and they try and keep out for a seat because of that fact.
in your handbag
The meat allowance is small but its
carriers should be employed in every
thieves, robbers, hold-up men and
There are some species of birds
flavor can be extended and the whole
city containing a population of 50,000 which migrate with almost c ockwork
BABY CHICK CROP
to
ward,
meal made more palatable if vege
and might be so employed in any regularity, arriving at their former
tables are cooked with it. Other ways
Now Is the Time To Make Prepara place of not less than 20.000 popula home within a day or two of calendar
off
that
in which this can be done are by
tion within the corporate limits of time from year to year. How these
tions For It.—Some Requisites
stuffing, making dumplings anti
such cities or at offices which pro birds are able to do this is beyond
tired
feeling
gravy, or by cooking the meat with
Now is tbe time to prepare for the duced a gross revenue for the pre mere man. We must take it for
potatoes, rice or macaroni. The
1931 crop of baby chicks, poultry spe ceding fiscal year of not less than granted that they come and go. and
skillful use of onions, carrots, celery
cialists are advising the American $20,000.
and tomatoes in small amounts
farmer who raises them. The starting
heightens the flavor of stews and
Then the act of Jan. 3, 1887, re
and raising of chicks is simple if a few
soups while at the same time it adds
fundamental rules are followed, they quired letter carriers to be employed
to the attractiveness of meals. You
in every incorporated city, village or
point out.
should definitely plan to use part of
The farmer who has placed his borough containing a population of
the weekly allowance of vegetables
order with the hatchery should be 50.000 and permitted their employ
for this purpose.
prepared In advance to receive his ment in places of 10,000 or more pop
Potatoes and one other vegetable
chicks so that when they come, there ulation. or in towns having a gross
or fruit should be served every day
will be no delay in putting them in postofflee revenue of not less than
for dinner. Some days the vegetables
their quarters. Comfort is one thing $10,000 during the preceding fiscai
may be served raw as a salad.
chicks should have, If they are to year. This law is in effect today.
Canned tomatoes, shredded cabbage,
Today, under the regulations of
’.row and thrive.
grated carrots and turnips, sliced
First, a house should be made the department, each home, apart
onions, and many greens mav be
ready for them. The good brooder ment and business house is equipped
eaten raw with salt or salad dressing.
house has a dry floor, plenty of fresh with a proper receptacle, in which
They are delicious and more health
air and provision for the letting in the carrier may deposit mail.
ful raw than cooked. Then none of
of a:i abundance of sunlight. Direct Through this means he facilitates his
“X hold irorlhy of Ila name"
the mineral salts or vitamins are lost.
unligiit can be admitted through work, and the change has proved an
This also saves fuel cost.
one of the modern substitutes for advantage to every one concerned.
47th
St.,
just
west
of
Broadway,
New
York
A dessert is not absolutely neces
lass or through an open window, Where office buildings are provided
sary but adds interest and flavor to
“ovided the weather is not too cold. with elevators, deliveries are made
the diet. Some inexpensive and very: i very few localities is it safe to by the carriers to the tenants on all
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
good ones include bread, rice or
risk the chicks without windows of floors, but where there are no ele
Indian pudding and shortcake made
vators the carriers are not required
o ne kind.
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
Food does not nourish when it i
with dried fruit.
Cleanliness in the brooder house to make deliveries above the second
properly digested. That’s why i, l standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
a prime requisite. The interior floor. In apartment houses receptawho suffer from gas on stonw/h and
HE PICKS STRIBLING
ould be thoroughly cleaned and e'es for mail are installed in lobbies
bowels, belching, nausea,head..<he»,
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
feet d before the new tenants or other places easily accessible to
dizziness, etc., due to indigestion,
W. L. (Young) Stribling of Macon,
possession. Warmth also is the carrier. He is not permitted to
■often find themselves underweigh
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
Ga., is the best of the current cron
-weak, with little energy and vitality.
ary. It is supplied by the deliver mail to individual tenants ex
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
of heavyweights in the opinion of
or the brooder stove. How- cept in the case of registered, C.O.D
All this is quickly changed when
Jack Dempsey. Making his annual
‘hsr suffices if the house is and special delivery mail.
you start using the simple discovery
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
selections of world fistic stars for the
Not more than fifty pounds a trip
known as Pape’s Dianepsin. When full o- ( aeks and draughty and the
ring, boxing magazine, Dempsey
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
damp. Dampness is more is carried by postmen in their big
people experience for themselves the fl.oo ■
places Stribling at the top of the
amazing results of using the:-? lusty fa
. j baby chicks than cool air, leather bags. No packages weighing
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
heap with Max Schmeling second
little tablets, they invariably feel
’
■ must be kept moder more than four pounds or in size
and Jack Sharkey third. “To Strib
compelled to tell others.
ately warm.
closets, etc.
larger than the average shoe box are
ling, I think, we must look to regain
It s wed to put the brooder stove delivered by the postman on foot.
Mrs. Amber Ross, 110 Herkimer
American supremacy in the heavy
Street, Brooklyn, N Y., says: “I s if- slip th- to one side of the house so Before the advent of the parcel post
weight ranks," said Dempsey, “for it is
fered for many months with indiges t- e chicks will Pave a chance to get system the carrier was compelled to
IOOO ROOMS
my opinion that if Sharkey has ten
tion, nervousness and headaches, ara- from thi , -ircme heat when load his pack with all sorts and
more opportunities to win the crown,
1OOO BATHS
trying all the time to get relief by I they eat and exercise. Crowding ot sizes of packages. Now many pack
he still will fall short of the mark.
dieting and medicines.
chicks in the hoor under the ages are delivered by special car
RADIO in every room
Were I to attempt a comeback, which
“Then I learned about Pape’- b opder is ore c- ri.i.n way of cutting riers in motor trucks.—N. Y. Herald
I am certain I will not, poor as I
Diapepsin and began on it. It has down profits. The floor should be Tribune.
SINGLE from •2.S0
might be, there is one heavyweight I
been a wonderful help to me I eat
mat is free
am sure I can knock out—none other
onions now without bad after-clb cts
The lawyer was cross-examining
from dust and will not harm the
DOUBLE from *4.00
than Jack Sharkey."
How they used to make me suffer: chicks if they eat it. l'me cut al the witness and browbeating him 1
SUITES from •7.00
“Friends that I have told about falfa or clover or even clean straw at the same time. “Now, Mr. Jones,” [
A TALKING BEACON
Diapepsin have been helped in the and wood shavings i:e suitable. he said in dramatic tones, “I want ]
Special rates for
same way. 1 have gained ten pound, Peat-moss is widely used ler this you to tell us if you have ever been
per
mt
ment
guests
A talking beacon, the invention of
I p-pmosc.
in this court before?"
since starting on it.”
Charles A. Stevenson, a cousin of
Leading hatcheries of the country,
“Well, I'd rather not,” pleaded i
All druggists sell it; or if you wis!
For
banquets
a
beautiful
Robert Louis Stevenson, has been in
to try it before buying, write ’i'a:><■ - operating together under the slogan Jones. The barrister turned choleric j
ballroom seating up to
stalled at Little Cumbrae lighthouse
“Hatchery Chicks for Greater Prof and banged down his fist. “Don’t ■
Diapepsin,” Wheeling W. \a.,
1200 persons is available
on the Firth of Clyde. It is the first
its," are advising that these prepa trifle with this court, sir. Please
trial box, FREE.
of its kind and consists of a radio
rations be carried out immediately, answer the question.”
William F. Thomann
telephone transmission of a fog
cs advance orders indicate that
“Very well, then" retorted Jones,
Manager
signal and speech from a gramalarge-scale deliveries of babv chicks “I've been here half-a-dozen times ;
phone record. It speaks the word
•’ill be begun next month. The before in a fruitless endeavor to find
Telephone PEnn. 6-8600
"Cumbrae" and counts out the ship’s
'’-it mer who has placed his order for you and requests that you should J
distance in miles and cables from the
baby chicks should not be caught keep up your payments for the car ,
signal station.
Quick Relief for Stomach hbj napping, they warn.
you bought."—Bystander.

JATI...

THE NEW FORD

Everything

1

you wo fit or need

in a motor ear
THE more you see of tlie new Ford, the more you
realize that it brings you everything you want or
need in a motor ear. . . . And at an unusually
low priee.

Its substantial beauty of line and color is ap
parent at a glance. Long, continuous service em
phasizes tbe value of its simplicity of design and tlie
high quality that has been built into every part.
The new Ford accelerates quickly and it will
do 35 to 65 miles an hour. It is an easy-riding car
because of its specially designed springs and four
Iloudaille double-acting hydraulic shock absorb
ers. It has fully enclosed four-wheel brakes and
the added safety of a Triplex shatter-proof glass
windshield. Operation and up-keep costs are low
and it has the stamina and reliability that mean
thousands of miles of uninterrupted service.
See the nearest dealer and have him give you
a demonstration ride in the new Ford. Check up
every point that goes to make a good automobile
and you will know it is a value far above the price.

The New Ford
Tudor Sedan

I. M W

P 11 I (ES

OF

FORD

CARS

*435 to *660
F. O. Ii. Detroit, plus freight and delivery. Dumpers and spare tire extra
at small cost. You ran purchase a Pul'd on economical terms through
the Authorised Ford Finance Plans of the Universal Credit Company.

include
VENICE, FLORIDA

ENDS DIGESTIVE

ILLS QUICK AND
GAINS 10 POUNDS

NOW OPE\—The

New

HOTEL

EDISON

]n your vacation plans:
Situated onthe (Sulf of Mexico:
where every out-doorsport aid
recreation may be enjoyed...

Tishina: Gulf-River-Bay.

Bathing: (SurfintheGulf of Mexica
Coif: Turf fairways; CrassGreens; unsurpassed in Ttorida.

HOTELS

PARKVIEW
AND

SAN MARCO
other comfort, rest and food ejual fo
any in Hondo—Our own farms with all

fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poultry, also
delicious Strawberries daily.

Tred J. duller, Munayr.

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable vie» from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

C’ciner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
Booklet
RATES: (European)
on
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Application
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
H.Mase Dinins Room Service Unsurpassed

tx»be?)
Hotel
Maselynn

